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ANTA FE NEW
YOL. 40.

SANTA FE, N. M., THURSDAY, DECEMBER 31, 1903.
:

EXHIBIT FROM

WALLACE TRIAL

NEW MEXICO
Territory to Be Creditably Re
presented at the Louisiana
Purchase Exposition.

.

FAREWELL

at Midrale Steel
Works Being Investigated By
Convention of New Mexico EduSecret Service Men.
cational Association Closed
Its Sessions Today.
New York, Dec. 31 A Herald dis-

Of Projectile

.

Special to the New Mexican.
Socorro, New Mexico, Dec. 31 The
patch from Philadelphia says: Secret
trial of Wallace charged with the mur
service agents are investigating the
EDUCATIONAL
WORK der of Mcammon in Socorro County a
mysterious explosion of the projectile COUNSEL TO THE YOUTH
few weeks ago which has been pending
which occurred in the Midvale steel
here for the
ten clays is about at
works in Nlcetown recently, the news
Committee From New Mexico Educa an end. The past
arguments for the prose
of which has just became public. Subject of Interesting Paper Read Last
tion Association to Heartily
cution are in and this forenoon the ar
How the charge got into the shell is
Evening by Dr. Aaron Gove, of
guments for the defence were com
a mystery. By some it is believed to
Denver.
menced and closed this afternoon. At
he the work of conspirators who had
this hour the case is in the hands of
in view the destruction of a battleship.
New Mexico exhibit at the World's the jury. Opinion as to the verdict is
The shell was one of several defective
Educators farewell.
Fair.
very much divided. If the jury comes
returned from Boston.
projectiles
An excursion to the United States
M. W. Porterfleld of Silver City, supin at any time this evening with the
Before shipment it had been hol Indian Industrial School and the New
erintendent of the New Mexico exhibit verdict, Judge W. H. Pope who is pre
lowed out so that it could be charged Mexico
penitentiary marked the close
at the World's Fair, has been in con siding at the trial, will leave early to
with a high explosive. One of the big of the convention of the New Mexico
stant attendance at the sessions of the morrow morning for Santa Fe where
shells resisted the effort of thework-me- Educational Association, which has
New Mexico Educational Association he will hear the case of the Wood- who were examining thern to op- been in session in the
Capital City for
convention, and has induced the heads lawn Ditch Company vs. the South
en it and when a heavy hammer was the past four
days.
of the various higher educational
Cattle
Springs
Company.
brought in contact, it exploded.
At the Closing Session.
Trap-56- 4
stitutions of the Territory, and the
of the Case.
The workmen were not seriously InHistory
At the closing session this morning
teachers generally, to
with
The case of the Territory of New
jured. It is declared in Boston that "Public School Course of the Study of
him in making the educational exhibit Mexico
Irwin Wallace,-charthe officials are positive the shell had Literature," was the
discussed
one of the finest shown in the Educa- ed with against
the murder of William Ney
not been loaded when it left their by Professor E. F. subject of the
Dunlavy,
tional building during the big fair.
McCammon on Ootober 10, last, in the
hands.
New Mexico Normal School, Silver
President Luther Foster, of the New Datil Mountain district of Socorro
City, while a paper on "The Crucial
Mexico Educational
Association, has County, which has been on trial in the
Test in Mathematics" was read by Proappointed the following committee to District Court here, since Tuesday
fessor C. E. Maenusson. of the New
with Mr. Porterfleld in the morning uecemoer n, is
to a
Mexico
drawing
School of Mines, Socorro.
matter of a fine exhibit: W. M. Hein-ey- , close.
At the business meeting which fol- Raton; Mrs. Maggie J. Bucher,
case has attracted a great deal
lowed the following officers were electEast Las Vegas; J. A. Wood, Santa Fe; of The
in
men
attention
this
Both
ed
for the ensuing year, Silver City
county.
A. B. Stoup, Albuauernue: W. C.'Deck- X
were
living in the Datil
being selected as the next convention
er, Gallup; Joseph J. Eppele, Socorro; district.cattlemen,
Message From President Roosevelt.
X
Wallace had sold some cat
city: Professor A. B. Stroup, of Albu- - ,
M. A. Molina, Las Cruces; M. R. Koe- Chicago, Dec. 31 The following message was received this morn X
tle and ranch improvements to Mc
Andres Lopez, a Life Prisoner, querque, president;.
Miss Maggie
hler. Silver City; John W. Barton, Cammon. There seemed to be some
ing:
X
Bucher Las Vegas, vice president;
L.
W.
D.
and
31
Dec.
Deming;
To Hon. Carter H. Harrison, Mayor,. X
C.,
Martin, Roswell,
Will Only Serve Twenty-Fiv- e
"Washington,
on Wallace's part as
Professor R. S. Asplund, Albuquerque. '
E. F. Right, Carlsbad, all superintend- misunderstanding
Chicago, Illinois:
X
to the trade; in fact he testified he
Professor D. M. Richards.
secretary;
From
Years
1890.
ents of schools in their respective was drunk when he
"In common with all our people throughout this land I extend X:
Las Cruces, treasurer; Dr. C. M. Light.
signed the papers X'
G.
W.
of
President
the
to
towns;
Tight,
the people of Chicago my deepest sympathy in the X
through you
Silver City; Dr. E. J. Vert, Las Vegas,
relating to it, and that McCammon
University of New Mexico, Albuquer- was trying to beat him out of what X terrible catastrophe which has befallen them.
X
and
John Oliver, AlbuquerEXTENDED que, Professor
que; Dr. Luther Foster, president of was due him, and the cattle. The mis X
VHEODORE ROOSEVELT." X CLEMENCY
(Signed)
members of the executive comX
the Agricultural College, Mesilla Park;
X
mittee for three years, two years and
understanding extended over a year,
Professor C. M. Light, president New Last
settled their differences XXXXXXXX5,XXXXXXXXXXXX.:XXXJ.XXXXXXXXX
May
they
Acting Governor J. W. Reynolds Brings one year respectively, and Professors
Mexico Normal School, Silver City; and McCammon
D. M. Richards, Las Cruces; C. E.
gave Wallace a new
Chicago, Dec. 31 At 1 o'clock this
Insurancemen declare that the curDr. C. R. Keyes, director of the New
Joy to Convict on New
on the property.
The first afternoon the estimate of the dead in tain at the
mortgage
Socorro; C. J. Cranda'l. and
never had worked
Mexico School of Mines. Socorro; Dr.
Year's Day.
J. A. Wood, Santa Fe; J. F.
payment of interest, of $400, was due yesterday's fire in the Iroquois, theater perfectly andIroquois
that
the
Edmund J. Vert, president New Mex- October
mechanism
had
1 last. Threats had been com4- Roswell: W. M. Hdiney, Raton: U.
,
.....
is 564. Of 157 persons known to hnvp irt; In 1 re on i reel. Rarlv last wimmw
;
ico Norma
University, Las Vegas; municated to Wallace, said to have
Francis Duff, Deming; Hiram Hartley,
Governor
W.
J
has
Acting
Kaynolds
been
a
injured probably
ft is
proiiiwii trade journal of Chicago commuted the sentence of life
Major J, W. Willson, president New been made
McCammon. that he believed cannot live. The
impris- ias unices and Mrs. W. L. Jackson,
missing are criticised the construction
Mexico Military Institute, Roswell; would not by Wallace a
of
thf
onment of Andreas Lopez of Dona Ana Silver City, and Mrs. Elizabeth
cent, that estimated at 314 but it is
pay
expected Iroquois theater because it lacked a
Colonel J. Franco Chaves,. Territorial he would beat Wallace W
and if that many of these will be accounted
law,
Gallup, members of the educashaft or flue back of the stage for car- County, to 25 years. The full text of
Superintendent of 'Public Instruction; he could not beat him by law, he
tional council.
for, probably the large majority of rying the flames and smoke upward the official document follows:
Brother Botulph, president St.
do
so
would
another
Office, Santa Fe, N. M., Dw
Teaching as a Profession.
them.
and away from the auditorium in the Executive
ael's College, Santa Fe, and the Rev. pointed to his Winchester and way,
said
At the afternoon session yesterday
31, 1903.
event
a
of
No
fire.
R. M. Craig, of Albuquerque.
additional
to
bodies
were
found
"there s the law;' and other direct
Whereas, it has become a custom for an able address on the subject, "Teachin the ruins of the theater.
New Mexico Educational Exhibit. ' threats
The method of fire proofing the bal- the executive of this
Wallace were proved day
against
Territory to ex ing as a Profession," was delivered by
no
It is
The following is the scope of the A
extravagance of language to cony and gallery was also declared by tend to some unfortunate
deal of testimony was intro
great
prisoner an Professor Edward A. Playter, principal
that the city of Chicago is stunned this magazine, to be defective. By or- act of
work required to make a creditable duced as to the
character of both say the
each nationa' of the Santa Fe High School, which
upon
clemency
which
exhibit from New Mexico in the Educa- men, and some good
der of Coroner Treager, the theater holiday; and
overwhelming
tragedy
will appear in Saturday's issue of the
as to bad reputation by
was enacted when the Iroquois theater. charnel house was today
tional building, as outlined by Mr. for peace as to both of them.
placed under
or the New Mexicon. Professor J. A. Miller,
the
Whereas,
superintendent
which housed the spectacular play of a. tight police guard. No person could
Porterfleld, which will be followed in
recommend
principal of the Albuquerque High
to
McCammon's
Wallace went
Mr. Bluebeard" became a chamber of enter without a written order from Iterritorial penitentiary
detail by the educational committee:
bat
discussed "Educational Auxilexecutive
to
be
School,
to
on
October
as
clemency
ranch
granted
10th,
collect,
horrors indeed.
The educational interests of New
the chief of police, who has been no- Andreas Lopez, convict No. 354, wl o iaries," while Mrs.
Mary J. Borden of
There is the deepest woe in hun tified that he will be held responsible was
Mexico have 405 square feet of floor he says, If possible, the money due him
sentenced from Dona Ana Coun'y, Albuquerque, talked interestingly for
He
McCammon.
for
from
interest
of
dreds
homes
sorrow
in for keeping the theater
today, deep
space assigned in the educational
in the New Mexico, March 21, 1890, to life itii half an hour on "Scientific temper
stepped to the door, and was in the act thousands of others and pity, beyond exact condition in whichbuilding
it was left by prisonment, stating that his conduct as ance.
building at the St. Louis exposition. of
was
which
on
door
the
knocking
potency of words to convey, in all. the sweep of the flames.
This space fronts 27 feet on one of the
Though a .prisoner has been excellent, his ser
At last evening's session the address
mam aisles and is fifteen reet deep partly open, when McCammon opened Morgues are still the sorrow haunted serene without, the interior of the vices
was made by Dr. Aaron Gove, princi
is
he
that
or
four
shots.
on
faithfully
more
rendered;
fire
him,
firing
center of many searchers.
The walte around this enclosure, with
theater marked it as a true whited se the oldest inmate in the institution pal of the Denver city
Wallace then fired; the two men grap
public schools,
Possibly nothing could better typify pulchre. From the upper galleries the from
perhaps one partition will be avail
point of service, and that the while readings were given by Profes
felt
able for exhibit purposes. These walls pled and struggled out of the door. the denth of svmnathv whifh la
.wv view today seemed a reminder
a
of
.
..j
came to the assist, for those who have suffered dirHv
superintendent believes that if the sor Dunlavy.
will be fitted with cabinets three feet Mrs. McCammon
,t , i IIUVJ
hraai
,
I
a sa- - said Lopez is restored to
,
In
,
"
win
"
to
Counsel
Youth.
he
will
the
liberty
auctj oi uer uusumiu, wuu uruive
by the calamity than the action of the, loon nearby is being guarded a huee
in width and about five and one-hal- f
Dr. Gove discussed at some length
make a
and
citizen,
feet high. One cabinet and the space from Wallace and said he would get striking livery drivers. Without a dis- - pile of garments and several bushel and that good
will the subject "Counsel to the Youth". He
the
demands
of
kill
the
his
and
Winchester
justice
Wallace,
above it has been denominated a unit
senting voice they decided on a baskets filled with Durses. cloves Lave been
said In part:
Mc truce of ten
fully met;
days. President Albert ' handkerchiefs ot
loft w tho
The cabinets consist of winged latter turned and fired, shooting Mc
The youth of today do well occa
W.
J.
I,
Now,
abdomen.
therefore,
Cammon
Raynolds,
the
through
Young of the union, following the mob of terror stricken women and
frames admitting cards 22x28 inches
Acting Governor of the Territory of sionally to consider seriously their im
lived until October 13. It is meeting issued the following decree which were
Cammon
be
work
exhibit
flat
which
may
upon
gathered up in the theater, New Mexico, by virtue of the authori- mediate surroundings, and calculate
,
ed. Underneath these winged frames claimed on- behalf of the prosecution which was distributed broadcast.
According to th iwvmvIh f h r.tt ty in me vested,
after carefully exam- the probable outcome of their action.
soon
as
that
Wallace
firing
began
just
"Owing to the great disaster to 'the building department the buildine ordi- is a desk or counter containing doors
One potent cause of the weakness
the record of said prisoner, find
door and public caused by the fire at the Iro- - nance
ining
of
as
he
inside
the
stepped
counters
in
These
comto
slielf
and
may
theaters was
space.
regard
him to be deserving of executive clem- and consequent lack of competent reA large number of
was
the
I
aggressor.
do
..."
quois theater,
be used for exhibiting bound work
hereby declare a plied with in every particular in the
and in continuation of the estab- turn from the abundant intellectual
occu truce in the
present strike of under- construction of the Iroquois and it ency,
Above the cabinets the space may he witnesses have been examined,
custom in vogue in this Terri- force expended is a tendency toward
lished
ses
takers and livery drivers for ten days was generally considered an absolutely
utilized for exhibiting manual train pying ten days and long night
in nearly all the states of the a dissipation, a scattering of mental and
Wednestory,
of
sions.
The
portion
greater
and
do
further request that every man fire proof structure. Benjamin H.
ing specimens, clay work, etc., which
do
this day commute the sen- power that inevitably leades to spas
of
union,
the
was
speeches
occupied by
now on the strike report at once at his Marshall, the architect of the building
should be mounted on similar cards day
tence of the said Andreas Lopez to a modic effort with unsatisfactory if not
in the argu
case
in
counsel
the
the
of
arid
for
respective places
employment
and made ready
says the exits which included 27 double
handling.
do everything in his power to assist fire exits were more ample than is us- period of 25 years; and upon receipt harmful, results.
It is designed that each school and ments to the jury.
To no body of people can a place for
of this executive order properly signed
Last night at 9:30 the court the of his employer in caring for the wants ually planned in such buildings.
Institution shall use at least one unit
and sealed, the superintendent of the thoughtfulness on this subject be more
the1
of
very
no
and
are
be
being
ficers,
over
public.
which
attorneys
jurors
Wages
He bemoans the use of wood In the
should
of space
placed
territorial penitentiary will act in ac- appropriately made than to a group
a placard giving the name of the tired, an adjournment was had until 9
theater, however, and declares that he cordance therewith.
of teachers, for it is to that class one
'
o'clock Thursday. It Is believed that
Among many of the theatrical men will never allow another piece of wood
school,
Done at the executive office this the must look for ultimate action; upen
on
a
in
verdict
will
in
the
other
bring
to
employed
jury
be used in the theater.
Chicago theaters,
The cardboards for mounting the
the liberally educated man has the
31st day of December, A. D., 1903.
or evening.
the responsibility for the fire is asCorroner Treager announced today
work will be supplied by the World's Thursday afternoon
civilized world ever necessarily deWitness
and
seal
hand
the
my
great
cribed today to the careless placing of that the investigation of the fire would
Fair commission and sent to each
for whatever advance has been
of the Territory of New Mexico.
pended
the
arc
electric
too
be thorough and if any persons are
light apparatus
school at an early date. The long di
made.
W.
J.
RAYNOLDS,
to
close
one of the hanging borders of responsible the would be
mension of these cards is vertical, only
prosecuted By the acting Governor:
The
higher education, a
the scenery. The failure of the expect to the fullest extent of the law.
one side of the card is to be used.
W. RAYNOLDS,
J.
. term in use for want of a better, no
fire
ed
is
attributed
the
by
protection
one more than you, realizes to be. a
Drawings or papers may be llxl5inch-es- ,
Secretary of New Mexico.
insurance men to trouble with Cie asThe Associated Press .has furnished
two drawings placed horizontally,
fcrthe further one exbestos curtain. The stage is always the New Mexican with a list of the
or four drawings 9x12 inches placed
the field of knowledge the fur-plores
as
a
in
the
recognized
identified dead, which would occupy
danger point .
.
.
.
ther extends the horizon till the univertically, or six drawings 6x9 inches
.1
Proclamation ineaier ami me aesire is io nave it ciu. several columns if printed. Ifenco
jilaced horizontall or nine drawings Finally Settled
versity man at the completion of his
as
off
from
auditorium
the
the
are
names
thoroughly
omitted, but can be seen
6x6 inches.
pourse is dazed by the illimitable view
Donating Same to the City of as
in the news room. Editor's Note
possible.
inchA margin of not less than 1
Santa Fe Will be Signed
beyond.
es should be left on each mount and
the
President.
By common consent, and. appropriby
the drawings should be pasted to one
ately, the present time concedes to the
ASSAULT WITH
side only. Library paste is well suited Special to the New Mexican.
Conducted By the United States Un college graduate, the title "liberally
to fasten the mounts.
31
of
Dec.
matter
The
der Consul General Skinner, i educated"; the power that education
Washington,
ATTEMPT TO MURDER
confers depends upon personal rather
It is suggested for the sake of uni- the transfer of the Fort Marcy Military
Snccessfuly Carried Out.
formity that the school authorities Reservation containing about sixteen
Jibutil, French Somaliland, Dec.H; than mass distinction, hence I nlaee
The Lnited States
to oeiore you the importance of selecting
making the exhibits shall provide the and a half acres of land has been fin
Preferred
Victor Abyssinia under Consul expedition
and determining a line of effort and,
Charge
Against
pupils with material. The particular ally settled and as soon as the departGeneral
Skin
'
Poole Confined in Bull Pen at
form which shall be used in the prep- ment of the interior can prepare the Mysterious Veiled Woman Sent It
ner
of Marseilles, which arrived at some of the accidents and incidents
to Two Ithaca Children By
Cripple Creek.
aration of papers is to be ieft to the necessary papers and proclamation for
Adis Abeda on December 21 has suc- which will inevitably occur to weaken
a Messenger.
taste of each school making the ex- the signature of the President, the res
cessfully carried out the principal fea- you in your resolution.
Cripple Creek, Dec. 31 The reason ture of its mission. The treaty behibit. It is suggested that written ervation will be turned over to the city
Ithaca, New York, Dec. 31 Two
The necessary preparation for a "
work, when there is a considerable for the. use and benefit of the city pub children of Michael Casey, a wealthy , tor resistance by the military of, the tween the United States and the em- wise and honorable life is much the
amount, should be bound into a volume lic schools. Governor Otero,. Delegate retired business man, a boy ten and a application, of the writ of habeas cor- pire of Ethiopia, opening for the first same for all. Unanimity exists as to
Rodey, Mayor Sparks , and Captain girl thirteen years old, are critically ill pus made by Victor Poole, confined in time friendly commercial
to be exhibited from the counter.
of an elerelations, the required
The following classification and ma- George Curry were together and after from eating candy believed to contain the military prison has just become has been signed.
mentary
education, such as is fairly
terial Is suggested from which the several hearings before the secretary paris green. The candy in a box was known through the filing of a comEmperor Menelik has also given a represented by the twelve years of the
school may select; tool work, clay of the interior and conference with delivered at the Casey home by a mes- plaint against him charging him witi formal acceptance to the invitation to typical school.
was decided senger boy to whom it was given by a assault with intent to murder.
work, photographs of the school build- the President this action
participate in the St. Louis exposiWork of Freshman Class.
a very valu-- mysterious veiled woman. The woman
is
The
reservation
decorIt arises out of the whitecapping and tion. As a personal tribute from Emof
upon.'
the interior, showing
At the close of that period; at the '
ings and
Year's
New
and
a
in
was
handsome
told
able
nurse
she
the
the
H.
S.
gift
McCellecher in March, peror Menelik to President Roosevelt, beginning of the work of the Fresh-ma- n
boy
school libraries, apparatus,
ations
robbing of
etc., manuscripts of pupils arranged from the United States government hospital located near the point where 1902. The victim was accused of be- Skinner has been charged to deliver to
class at college one is fortunate '
to the she handed the box to him- and that ing a spy and one night was taken the President two lions and a
according to grade or class work, re- through President Roosevelt
pair of if the direction of his career la deterFe.
was
of
Santa
she
of
a
citizens
friend
the
from a saloon bodily and badly beaten elephant tusks. Each member of the mined, but It has been noted
Casey family.
lief or flat maps, drawings, botanical
that the
He also gave the name of a nurse and robbed by three men.
American party has been tendered a junior year is quite soon
and entomological specimens, kindergarfor
enough
Com
Mexican
New
who
knows
The
declares
she
of
the
now
will
be
Printing
Poole
over
to
of
courses
nothing
turned
the decoration, the acceptance of which the selection of a trail to follow. One
ten-work,
catalogues,
neatwork
with
of
No
trace
will
do
affair.
the
Jch
'
has
yom
civil authorities by Colcnel
poisoner
was held in abeyance owing to the off- should, nay must, learn of
stu 1y, programs, etc.. original charts pany
himself and
is
a
!hc:n
widower.
and
ress
founl
icial
cn
Casey
of
dispatch.
character
'
the
Six.)
Page
(Ccnitnued
expedition.
(Continued on Pags 5.)
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UNiorgBE:tr?

JUDGE POPE'S ACTION WAS JUST
AND PROPER.
During the trial of a murder case in
Socorro last week Judge W. H. Pope
found it necessary to fins an attorney
of the court in the sum of $25 for con
tempt. Judging from the circumstan
ces of the case Judge Pope's action was
timely and proper and the New Mexi
can fully agrees with its esteemed
contemporary, tho Las Vegas Optic,
which says that members of the bar
throughout the territory will hear with
approval of the action of Judge W. H,
Pope in fining Elfigo Baca, lawyer of
Socorro and El Paso, $25 for contempt
of court.
It was Baca who not long ago in open
court made gross charges against the
private character of Judge D. H. Mc
Millan. Members of the bar and peo
pie generally were indignant that
Judge McMillan failed to take any
notice of the insult to the court. Even
those who believed the judge guilty
thought he should have, nevertheless;
sent Baca to jail for contempt.
During the trial of Wallace for the
murder of McCammon, the court gave
some idea of what he would and would
not receive as evidence. Baca object
ed to what he was pleased to call the
attention of the court.
Judge Pope said he was making no
definite rulings but merely indicating
what testimony he would be likely to
consider admissable to the jury. He
said further that he would hear no advice as to his duty from council. Baca
continued to talk and the judge ordered him to his seat. He declined and
the court ordered the sheriff to seat
him. Baca still continuing to talk, was
fined. He paid up and stopped talking.
His experience with McMillan probably induced him to believe he could
run the New Mexico courts.

THE PEACE MAKERS.
The Washingtonian maxim, "In time
of peace prepare for war," is being
splendidly realized by the movements
of the American squadrons towards
The Chicago Inter-Oceathe Isthmus.
simple-mindeA
Chicago editor
in giving the following exhibit
of the Atlantic and Pacific fleets now wants to know: "Who are the bosses
at or within a few days' sail of the of this country?" AVhy, you chump,
Isthmus of Panama says that in the- the women are, of course!
first line in front of Colon is the CarThe New York Commercial demands
ribean squadron the Olympla, Atlan
ta, Baltimore, Dixie, Nashville, New to know: "What has become of the
port, Castine, and several torpedo pig iron?" Ask the American Steel
boats, all under command of Rear Ad Corporation. The trust is accused of
miral Coghlan. On the other side of taking all the pig iron in sight.
the Isthmus, at Panama, under Rear
The Cincinnati Commercial Tribune
Admiral Glass, is the Pacific squadron
uhirh is to include the New York, still insists that Senator Hanna is a
npnnineton. Boston. Concord, Marble candidate for next year's presidential
Republican nomination. So far there
head, and Wyoming.
These two squadrons fill the public is nothing tangable to sustain this po
eve because they are at the danger sition of the Cincinnati paper.
point, but at Culebra,! just to the east
An Iowa minister announces that
of Porto Rico, is the magnificent bat
tleshm squadron, under Rear Admiral during his ministery he has married
Barker, which is to include the first- one thousand couples. He has done a
clasfe battleships Kearsarge, Alabama
good deal of good in this way, although
Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts, and some of those whom he united in the
Missouri' To this squadron are to go holy bonds of matrimony may not
Admiral Dewey and Rear Admiral think so.
Taylor, chief of the bureau of naviga
The children of Corea are having a
tion, a fact in itself of significance.
In the Eastern Caribbean the ves tough time of it. In addition to their
native tongue which is rather hard to
sels of the South Atlantic squadron
the Newark, Montgomery, Detroit, and learn, they are also compelled to ac
Gloucester, under Rear Admiral Lam quire the Russian and Japanese lan
have gathered quietly at guages in order to be ready for any
Jiprtrm
Trinidad, not much farther from Pan thing that may happen. It is no fun to
ama than is Porto Rico.
go to school in Corea these, days.
To Honolulu on the west, a stronger
The Standard Oil Company has re
squadron from the Asiatic fleetunder
Rear Admiral Evans, has come as duced the price of coal oil east of the
swiftly and quietly as birds fly. Here Missouri river. This is not done so
are the battleships Kentucky, Wiscon much for the benefit of the people of
sin, and Oregon,, and the cruisers New that section as it is to freeze out comOrleans, Albany, Cincinnati, and Ral petition in the Ohio oil fields. Still it
eigti, coaled and equipped for action.
is an ill wind that blows no one any
In addition to these four squadrons good.
moving toward a common objective,
the Minneapolis, Yankee, Buffalo, and
During the illness of Secretary of
Topeka are at New Orleans, the battle State John Hay, Secretary of War
ship Iowa and the fast cruiser Colum Elihu Root will conduct the negotiabia at New York.the Buffalo and the tions with Colombia. The interests of
first Torpedo flotilla 'at Key West, the the country are in safe hands. In addibattleship Texas at Charleston, S. C, tion the president of the Republic of
and the monitor Arkansas at Norfolk. Colombia would do well , to consider
In fact, this great fleet of ten battle- the fact that the American secretary of
ships and twice as many cruisers is war Is negotiating with him, an omen.
moving into position to ward off danger, and as it moves is a splendid IlThe Jones & Laugh. in Steel Com
lustration of our strength on the sea. pany, an independent concern which
The world has never seen a finer employs several thousand men in Pitts
spectacle than this quiet gathering of burg, has announced a considerable
a nation's war vessels. It tells at once cut in. wages and longer working hours
the story of our naval progress, and is from January first. This is not very
notice to the American people that good news
but in the nature of things
their warships are where the people such action on the part of manufactur
want them, when they want them, and
concerns must be expected. Wages
not scattered to the' four quarters of ing
in some manufacturing lines have
the globe.
soared too high within late years.
Such a spectacle must stir the blood
means
because
it
not
Americans
all
of
The striking coal miners in Utah
war, but because it is a manifestation have Joined
U. S.
the crusade
of that power that compels peace. Our Senator Reed Smoot and against
want him un
of
but
not
"our
are
hearts
oak,"
ships
seated; this because Mormon Church
"our hearts of steel."
officials
have advised unemployed
'If it had been possible to make a
young Mormons who know something
would
in
there
1812,
similar showing
about work in coal mines to take the
have been probably no second war places of
striking coal miners. This
with England, but the disgraceful fact sort of work
ought to help - Senator
United
of
the
that the entire navy
Smoot with the decent and fair minded
conStates when war was declared
of the country.
sisted of six frigates and six or eight people
at
had
sloops and brigs, while England
Mr. Grout, who was elected comp
least 1,000 ships, actually invited war, troller of the
City of New York at thf
and the fact that she was overwhelm- recent elections
there, declares tha
to
was
sea
then
owing
ingly defeated at
to a great extent
was
his
due
victory
the vast numbers and invincible au- to notes sent out by him to
individua'
Which
of
the
glorious privateers
dacity
voters. There is likely a great dea'
and
Issued in swarms from every port
In this. Five
more truth than
inlet from Portland, Maine, to Balti- dollar notes sent poetry
out judiciously or
more and swept English commerce election
day are liable to bring quite 8
from the ocean. But the days of the
if a sufficient number of them
majority
privateers are gone by and the naval is used.
must
now
success
deserves
power that
be ready for any call at any moment.
The transfer of the Fort Marcy Mili
There is more moral suasion in those
Reservation to the city of Santa
tary
cruisers
and
ten battleships
twenty
a very nice New Year's gift or
is
Fe
than in all the peace conventions that the
part of President Roosevelt and if
over met Every war ship built is anappreciated by the citizens o'
other assurance against war. Let the greatly
Mexico's
New
capital. If properly ad
good vork go on.. With the almost ministered, and the ., New Mexicar
United
of
line
the
States,
coast
endless
this will be the case, this acqui
this nation should have the largest hopes
sition
of valuable real- - estate wil'
navy in the world as it has always had jrovo of great .benefit to this city anr
the best.
its school Fystem. Governor Otero am
Delegate B. S. Rodey; finally agree
and worked harmoniously and togetr
TO C.URE A OOLD IN ONE DAY
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. ef urging this donation by the goverr
AH druggists refund the money If it ment to the city. It was a long ngr
fells to cure. R. V. Grove's, signature and a bard fight, but it is finally wor
and all's well that ends well .
if on each box. 26a.
n

PROFESSIONA!.

THE PRISONER

OXFORD CLUB

Who escapes from jail is by no tneaus
free. He is under the ban of the law
and punishment is written over against
his name, boon or

late he will be

Has on hand a constant

caught again and
bear added pumsn-mefor his short
from his cell.
Those who by the Mf
use of palliative IVl
powders and tablets
escape for a time from the sufferings am r
of dyspepsia are in
the same condition
as the escaped prisoner. Soon or late
they will go back to
the old condition
and pay an added
penalty for temporary release.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery cures dyspepsia
and other diseases
of the stomach and
organs of digestion
and nutrition. Its
cures are lasting.
.

nt

sinbr-

w

A

J E. Lacome,

It looks as if it depends a good deal
upon the European bankers whether it
should be war or peace in the far east.
Russia and Japan are both trying to
borrow money and if they cannot get it
there will be no war. Money is the
first requisite in war these days.

Attorney and Counselor at Law,
Santa Fe,. N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice.

Proprieto.

BENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney-at-Law- ,

Santa Fe,

WILLIAM

WBST BOUND
No. 428

Mims

9:00am
pm
6:50 a m
Alamosa via Sulida..Lv
2 2 am Lv... . Pueblo., .Lv..287.. 2:45 am
.404.. :20am
S.OOp m L...Duvi....(lr
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where good meals are served.
Santa Fe.

Unnn.i... Ar

.

Attorney-at-Law- .

McKEAN,

Practice in all the Courts, Taos,
w. j.
Attorney-atLaw-

N. M.

Mcpherson,

.

Practices in all the
Santa Fe.

Courts in the Territory.
New Mexico.

H. H. LLEWELLYN,

Las Cruces, New Mexico,
Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen
District
attorney for Dona Ana, Otero
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties
Third Judicial District.
and Other Gems.

SPECIALTY
To have the best of everything in the line.

CHAS. F. EASLEY.

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe, N. M.,
Land and mining business a specialty!

B; HANLEYj
SEZXKR

T3ST

ui

W. H. McBKAYES. OLD CROW
OLD OSCAR PEPPER KENTUCKY WHISKIES.
OVERHOLT ssd QUCKENHEIMER PENN RYE WHISKY.

Santa

IRISH AND SCOTCH WHISKIES
AND DISTILLERY BOTTLES WHISKY.
FRENCH COGNAC AND HOLLAND 01N.
CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDY.
OUINNESS'S POtTER AND BASSES' ALE.

Fraiolsco
Street,

No. 259

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney-at-Law-

.

Practices In the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and, careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the CountiA.
Fe, of Saata Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
Juan. Santa Fe. N. M.
,

Vew

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-Law-

pieiico.

.

Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patents
a specialty."

LAS CRUCES,

on the North Side of the Street.

NEW MEXICO.

FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney-at-La-

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON
Succeasors to JL.

Seligrxxvaoa.
Domestic
and Imported
Dealers in All Kinds of

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices in the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Supreme
Court in Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO,

.

i

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and Tobaccos

A. B. RENEHAN,
Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and Dlstiiof
Court. Mining and Land Law a special
ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

CALIFORNIA WINES
RHINE WINES
NATIVE WINES
Family Trade a Specialty

OSTEOPATHY
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON.
'
Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Avenue; '
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No Charge for Consultation.
Hours:
m., 5 p. m.

Will soon remove to the New IVaughlin
Building on Don Gaspar Avenue.

South Side of Plaza.

ic.

TIME TABLE.

Palace Ave.

Attorney-at-Law- .

H. N. WILLCOX,
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENT.
Catron Block, Phone 71.

D. & R. G. SYSTEM,
Santa Fe Branch.

N. M.

Office Sena Block.

WILLIAM

The National Prohibition ofiivention
for the nomination of a presidential
ticket will meet in Kansas City. Missouri, in June next. The city administration has carefully preserved the ice
water barrels which it procured for
the holding of the Democratic National convention there in 1900. It was
found the Democrats did not need any
ice water or any other water and therefore the ice water barrels are new and
will be put to good use for the members of the convention next June. They
are a saving lot in Kansas City.

,

EUGENE A. FISKE,

M.

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios

The people of New Mexico enjoyed a
very prosperous and progressive year
in 1903 and the outlook for 1904 is also very bright and promising.
The
past year has been one of constant
progress and advancement and itjiooks
as if the year 1904 would beat its immediate predecessor and the New Mexican in common with all good and loyal citizens of this Territory hopes
this will "in fruition end."

It will pay you to advertise. Try

N. M.

EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
in the Capitol.

y

ical Discovery." There is nothing "just
as good" for diseases of the stomach,
blood and lungs.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets stimulate
the liver

5:30 p in.. At..
6:40 a in ..L.

MAX. FROST,

Attorney at Law, Santa Fe,

226 San Francisco St., South Side of Plaza.

Tfnr

AST BOUKD
No. 425.

FE, N.

Attorneys at Law.

searching titles a specialty.

A. F. SPIEGELBERG

shout two vears
I suffered from a very obstinate case of dyspepsia," writes .R. E. Secord, Esq., of 13 Eastern
Ave., Toronto, Ontario. "I tried a great number of remedies without success. I finally lost
faith in them all. I was so far gone that I could
not bear any solid food 011 my stomach for a long
time; felt melancholy and depressed. Could not
sleep or follow my occupation (tinsmith). Some
four months ago a frieud recommended your
After a week's
'Golden Medical Discovery.'
treatment I had derived so much benefit that I
continued the medicine. I have taken three
bottles and tin convinced it has in my case accomplished a permanent cure. I can conscientiously recommend it to the thousands of dyspeptics throughout the land."
Accept no substitute for " Golden Medh

J
SAN FRANCISCO ST., SANTA

CARDS.

GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
Office in Griffin Block. Collections duo

Mfppiy of

the finest brands of
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
All the Popular Games.

d

v

J 903.

A. P. HOGLE

Undertaker and
Funeral Director

DR.
Office,

Store.

South Side of Plaza.

Office: Over

OAZalSTEO BTBKET

ii umiiail

Bast of Rcfeence Given as an KM BALMBX.

RESIDENCE 'PHONE

At Antonito for Durango, Silverton
and intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
intermediate points via either the stand- D
ard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the
narrow gauge via Salida, making-thentire trip in cay light and passing
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE,
also for all points on Creede branch.
At Salida for all points wt-sAt Denver, Pueblo and Colorado
Springs for all points east.
For further information, sleeping car
reservations time c.rds, literature, etc.,
call on or address
j. H. Davis. Agent.
San;a F N M.

N. LORD,

CO. HARRISON,

153.,. 8 40

Connections.

C.

Kahn Block, over 'Spitz' Jewelry
'
'

in

minn-fil"- T

t'-

f

(Successor to Dr. Manley.

-

NlKSt GsBs

Civil Engineers

141.

D. D. S.,
Store..i
On the. tlaza,

Fischer's Drug

&

Surveyors

Is
DAVID M. WHITE,
Civil Engineer.
Designs and specification, .for Iros
and stone bridges. Railroad, water
works and Irrigation engineering.
Office: Governor's Palace, Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
;

CuisiM and TaWo
Service UnMC!ld

andRsfufe
mkssd TtUSUfhssL

The Palace Hotel

t.

V

,

f

A
G.
nnvT. Colo.

HnnvffW

wujum

vavoHw. pkof.

tcrpe Samcle Boons for Commercial

Pe

-

.

Civil

Aon.

New Mexico

REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO., Dealers. '
-

Santa Pe

New Mexico

-

If you want to buy anything, if you want to. sell anything, if you
want to rent a house, if you want your house rented, or if you lose
,
anything, advertise in the NEW MEXICAN.

sew pieiico

put

ipsnniTK

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"Steven"
Jlellabllltr

e
cannot help
The man beifad the
the nark. M these flraarme repmeent Area,
to
and
Uuravbilltr
racy. degree attainable. Stevena Firearms
UnhiEhen
are yielding- - aatirfection wherever need, and arem
favorablyknown the world around. Our line la
moit extanaive and varied one, consisting of

Shotguns
Rifles, Pistols, tor
Imm

Tour dealer handle the

cannot obtain them, let
us know and we will ship
direct, express Prepaid,
upon receipt of price.

BflM

t rated catalog
-

tlltu- -'
If inter. In

..Mtl..

Indlflpennable to yon.
MaiieayrtrtT, anjwutwv,
upon i
Our interoBtinir puzzle is a hard nut to crack
Sent anywhere upon
butnotimpoMibletoaolre.
stamps.
receipt ot two
Addrew, "ftinle Department,"

J.

STEVENS ARMS & TOOL CO.,
P.O. Box WM,

Chlcopee Falls. Msm,

,

tion Work a Specialty. U. S. Deputy
Mineral Surveyer. Santa Fe, N. M.
H. S. DUVAL.

BIT" TTTf

.

JAT TURLEY,
Engineer and Surveyor. Irriga-

-

&

Typewriting.

LEW H. BLAKE,
Stenography and Typewriting..
Notary Public.
135 Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 15i.
Notary Public, Stenographer and Type
From Spanish Into English and 'from
English into Spanish carefully' made.
Office with U. S. Attorney ' for'"1 the
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal
Building. . FRANCISCO DELGADO,
s ".

alt 'radiates of Stasoard Eastsra Collet. New
buildings, all fnraisMars and eqatpawats modern and complete;, steam --seated,
'
bath 3, waterworks, all conveniences.
TUITION, BOARD AND LAUNDRY, $200 per session, iessloa Is three terras of
thirteen weeks each.
ROSWELL la a anted health resort, 3,700 feet above
Natbaa Jaffa, W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton, J. C. Lea and E. A. Caboon.
REGENTS
COL. J. W. WILlSON Supt.
For
.
particular! address
SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS,

sea-lev-

Stenography

writer. Translations

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO.
Established and Supported by tbe Territory.

Formerly State Engineer of Florida,
and
of Southern Society
of Civil Engineers. Thirty years' experience in the construction of railrpadi,
water and sewer works. Credentials
filed with the Mayor of Santa Fe:

d.

Santa Fe,

N. M.

SCRATCH PAPER.
book
Made from ledger, linen, flat-anat the
papers at 10 cents per pound
New Mexican. This is scrap paper put
up In pads and is less thn the paper
orljrinally cost. Only a limited supply.
-

Old

papers for sale at the New Mez

lean office.

'

"

"

'
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FINE FOOTWEAR FOR ALL!
I

Have Opened a

First-Clas- s

BOOT AND SHOE STORE

With an Entirely New Stock of Fine Footwear
for All at My Old Quarters on the
South Side of Plaza.

YOU SEE THE POINT
DO
.BaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaMMaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaW
J

CLEAN AND SWEET EVERY MORNING. We run tbe only Daily
Bread, Cake and Pie Delivery in the City. The Only Way is the Rigb
tZfi Way.
Enough said of the Delivery.
THE QUALITY Try Us. "The Proof of the Pudding is n the Eat
iijg Thereof."
THE CORNER FOR YOUR

IT WILL PAY YOU TO STEP AROUND

ETC.

GROCERIES, PROVISIONS,

We can sell you a Sack or Car.

Jersey Cream Flour Has Never Failed.

KINSELL

GROCER- STelephone,

No. 40.

-- BAKERS

& CO.

PROMPT DELIVERIES.

a INCORPORATED

Water and Galisteo Sts.

I

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Stationery,
Grain, Floor and Potatoes
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVKN MAIL ORDRBS.

SANTA FE, N. M.i

WHITE'S CREAM

Worms!;

:i

Best In Qu.Hty.

Most In Quantity.

FcT20YttrtlitsLtoeU

jpiy--

.P ALLARD, St. JLouls.

-

JACK FROST IS HERE!
OUR PATRONS
THEY ARE

DO NOT

1

MIND HIM. ..
OUR FIRST CLASS

$' MONERO

COAL

Why depend on the ''Burro Man" for your
wood when yon can have it when you want II
Extra dry, and cut to fit your stove.
Kindling in any quantity Prices Reasonable RUSH ORDERS RUSHED!

CAPITOL
OFFICE- -

Near A. T. & S. F. Depot.

Garfield Ave.

YARD

COAL
-

Telephone

Xo. IS

OLDEST IN THE CITY
Livery, Feed & Sale Stable

A

Hacks and Vehicles Promptly

Fur-

nished for All Occasions
Carefcri Drivers for Tourist Parties. First-clas- s
"
:

,X.

LOWITZKI.
0

Li!.e

'I

Rigs.

Parties Conveyed to All Points of Interest in and About
Santa Fe. Camping Parties Famished With Turnouts

LOWER 8AN FRANCISCO STREET .

.

TELEPHONE

57.

The word "Bur

lington" is like

"Sterling" on silver. It denotes
a high standard.
We think our
service justifies
the comparison.

Sterling
on

Silver

For Omaha and Chicago and every- where east, leave Denver :15 p. nU
and 10:35 p. m.; for Kansas City, St.
Louis, and everywhere southeast,
leave 2:00 p. m. and 10:35 p.-- pi.
,

Dawson Mines Nos. 1, 2, and 3.
The Dawson mines are located in the
west half of section 1, township 28
norUv range 20 east, New Mexico principal base and meridian. The mines
are, situated about 35 miles southwest

from Raton, Colfax County, New Mexico. The mines are owned by the Dawson Railway and Coal Company, 68
William Street, New York City. Name
of operator, Dawson Fuel Company,
W. P.
Alamogordo, vNew Mexico.
Thompson, general manager, Dawson,
New Mexico; George T. Peart, superintendent, Dawson, New Mexico.
The Dawson Railway.a railroad built
for the transportation of coal from
these mines, connects with the Rock
New
Island Railroad at Tucumcari,
Mexico, the distance being 168 miles.
This railroad crosses the Atchison, To-Deka & Santa Fe Railway at t rench
station, eighteen miles east of Dawson;
connection can also be made with the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
at this point, but at present there is
no hotel accommodations for passengers who have to remain'at French sta
tion awaitine trains on either of the
railroads mentioned while en route to
or from Dawson. A passenger coach
is run upon the trains upon the Daw
son Railway between Dawson and Tu
cumcari; from the latter station there
is first class railway accommodation
,
either east or west.
There are known to be three coal
seams of workable thickness in the
Dawson coal measures. Only one seam
is now worked, the thickness of which
varies from 6 to 11 feet, with a thickness of 8 to 9 feet nredominatine. The
thickness of vein in No. 1 mine is 11
feet, in No. 2 mine 8 feet. In No. 2
mine there is a shale parting two inches in thickness at about two feet from
bottom of vein. The thickness of vein
on No. 3 mine is the same as on No. 2,
with similar conditions as to shale
parting. The coal lies nearly horizon
tal, with little if any broken ground or
disturbance of the formation. It is
safe to presume that these workings
are upon the same coal seam that Is
being opened by the Raton Coal and
Coke Company in Spring Gulch, twelve
miles north. The Dawson Fuel Com
pany owns over 21,000 acres of land in
the intervening space between the
Dawson mines and the Willow mines
underlaid by this great coal vein, as
well as many other seams, some of
them being of good workable thickness. The system of working is by
triple main, dift entries, double-cros- s
entry, room and pillar. The main adits
upon each of the mines Nos. 1 and 2
have attained a length of 2,000 feet
each. The mines are at present ventiVulcan
lated by means of two
000
cubic
235
of
a
with
capacity
fans,
feet of air per minute each. Electricity is used for motor haulage inside
the. mines and from the mines to the
partings outside. The haulage from
the mines to the tipple is done by two
Porter locomotives. Six
steam engines are in use upon the
Dropertv. with a total capacity of 1,000
horsepower, as follows: Generator en
gine 350; washer, 300; box car loader,
100; screw, 25; electric light, 25; fans,
150; pumps, 50; total, 1,000 horsepower.
Between mines Nos 1 and 2 is locat
ed the electric power house, tne
building is frame, 60 by 30 feet, in di
mensions. The plant consists or iwo
(General Electric Company) direct
connection generators, combined effi
ciency 240 kilowatts; voltage tw,
amneres. Electric power is used
to operate the coal cutting machines,
of which eight are in use; three Sulli
van machines, with a capacity oi iou
tons each per day of eight hours, and
five Jeffrey machines, with a capacity
of 100 ton's each per day of eight
hours. Four Jeffrey motors are in use
for haulage from the mines to the
or iour
parting outside; total capacity
motors. 2,000 tons per day. in capacity
improved appliances,, and economical
methods this plant is unsurpassed Dy
anv in the west, and only in capacity
can it be considered as second to any
coal mining plant either east or west.
Dawson is the name of the town, two
miles south of the mines, where the
general offices of the company are sit
uated and. where the residences oi me
mperintendent and other officials are
located.
Average number of men employed
outside, including coke ovens and
wnsherv. 150: average number of boys
Amnloved outside. 4; average, number
of men employed underground, ouu.
average number of boys employed un
derground, 6.
Th demand for coal from these
minoa was far In excess of the produc
tion, which was restricted by scarcity
of miners and to some extent by lacK
nf transnortation facilities in the earl
ier part of the year. In addition to the
ui thpre was shipped as a product
from the mine 18,074 tons of coke, of
an estimated value at the ovens or s&4
222.

.
r
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CURED PARALYSIS.
w R Ballv. P. O True, Texas,
writes: "My wife had been suffering
five years with paralysis to her arm,
when 1 was nersuaod to u 3 Ballard's
Hnnw i J fmect. which cured ner eii
rihr I have lso used It ft. ' old ! rves
frnatwtps and skin eruDtiuus. It tfoes
the woik." 25c, 60s, $1.00. FIscn
;
Drug

It will pay you to advertise. Try it.

l!)llllH!)iilH
Ticket Office, 1039 17th St
l

...

MILLS,

24-fo-

!

SUPPLIED WITH

CERBILLOS AND

MINES AND

O. W. V ALLERY, Genera Agt.T

-

Insure Your Property
;

In

ROYAL INSURANCE CO., LIVERPOOL.

H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
.

Cub:e.-lfc- s

Telephone 71.

for the New Mexican.

Seize
This Opportunity

E

GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.

This is positively no hitch or

and steamk.eate4
nnM,.aiatiT inrntorl and onlv
IUVO.VUJi,Vvwj
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, baths and sanitary plttmBintS
Cafe and Baffe
throuehottt. Everything up to date. First-clas- s
connedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men &

scheme as hundreds are profiting by our offer.

im.
1UC

Your choice ol tbe artlclos mentioned aod
over 200 other useful household articles.
ExDinner and Tea Sets,
tension Tables, Couches, Morris Chairs,
Rocking add Dining Room Chairs, Silverware, Watches, Clocks and other
Jewelry, Mantel Ornaments, Albums,
Carpets. Curtains, Rugs, Talking Machines, Etc., Etc.,
Side-board-

OUR OFFER is made so as to introduce
Goods to You and Your Friends.

1033 Chestnut

fir'e-oro-

-

Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office to tlie BoiWlng
CORNER PIrAA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

Our

CHARLES W. DUDROW,

SASH

LUMBER

TT

A

.

.
'

' DOORS

All Kinds of Building Material.

CORD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

TRANSFER AND STOKAGE
We Haul Everything that is Movable.

Branch Office and Yards, Cerrillos, N.

Phone 35, Santa Fe.

M

AT THE CLOUDS FROH THE TOP
And so see the Silver Lining. You can
do it from OUR TRAINS. We 00
above them in places.

LOOK

CO.

Street

Philadelphia. Pa.

Mexican Central Railway
Its Two Thousand Miles of Track
Reaches All the Principal Places
of Interest and Note.

With

TIME TASXiS.

(Effective December 1, 1904.)
No. 720 leaves Santa Fe at 9:40 a. m.
to connect with No. 2 east bound, with W.
connection from El Paso and Southern
California, returning, arrive at Santa
Fe at 11:50 a. m.
No. 722 leaves Santa Fe at 4:10 p.m.,
to connect with Nc". 2, west bound, for
Southern California, returning arrive at
Santa Fe at 6:15 p. m.
No. 724 leaves Santa Fe at 7:10 p. m.,
for
to connect with No. 7. westbound
San Francisco and Northern California
returning, arrive at Santa Fe at 9:30

Address the nnderslgned (or fall and reliable Information.
D- -

Cltv of Mexico

1

i

p. m.

W. S. MEAD
Commercial Aa't El Paso.

MURDOCH, A. G. P. A..

REMINGTON

TYPEWRITERS

.

Fe at 9:35 p. m.,
east bound, from
San Francisco and Northern California,
returning, arrive at Santa Fe at 11:45
No. 726 leaves Santa
to connect with No. 8,

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO

p. m.

Los Angeles and San Francisco. This
train leaves Lamy, westbound, at 8:40
East-bouna. m., Monday and Thursday.
at 2:02 a. m., Wednesday and
Saturday. No connection with these
Santa Fe, except
trains from
that passengers arriving on No. 3,
west bound, can reach Santa Fe at 11:60
a. m. on No. 2's connection.
All of above trains run through solid
from Chicago to California and carry
through Pullman and tourists sleepers
except California Limited, which carries Standard Sleepers only.
Through sleeping car reservation ar
ranged for on application.
City Ticket Office:
CATRON BLOCK EAST SIDE PLAZA
H. 8. LUTZ. AGENT.

it

Dealers,

r

THE CALIFORNIA LIMITED.
between Chicago,
Now
daily

Santa Fe,

N. M.

d,

The McMillan
Universal Typewriter Book
for

Typewritten Book Records

The loose leaf ledgers which are on
ale at the New Mexican office, are
rapldlv growing in favor. It is the best
the
patent that has been issued and
saving to the business man in not car
rying a book of dead pages is consider
economy
able. For convenience and
and for keeping the book up to the
mark with live accounts only, the loose
leaf ledger is the best arrangement yet
Issued.

Any operator can make the records on any standard
typewriter, and insert them as finished, in a regularly
bound book, (not a file). No special machine required
for Book Records. Extraction or substitution of sheets
practically impossible.
Used for keeping Typewritten Records by the Library of
Congress, U. S. Patent Office, New York Lite Ins, Co.,
many County Clerks and Surrogates and a host ot others.
SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

PiEtinYROYAL PILLS

WVCKOFF.SK AM ANS

&

BENEDICT, i64sCbampa St., DENVER, Colo

NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO..

ICNGUSH
In KED an Gold BMaUie bona, mM
nv oi.cr.
vim Blue riDWD.
Sukstlttttlra aaa laU
ltnscraa
tluaa. But of your Druggist, or Mod 4c. la
for Particular. Teatlmnlala
umpi
torttr, by reand "ItellerlW Ladlea,
Bold a,
turn Mall. llhOOOTnulmoulala.
Chlehaater Chamleal Ca
nruMi.i..
PHILA
14.
thlt prnwr.
Mlm aiiNin.
CHICHESTER'S

h.

laatloa

Secure

Convenient

Simple

Dealers, Santa Fe.

N. M.

P. F. HANLEY

Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars
Imported and Native Wines for Family Use.

OUR SraCIALTTBS OM Craw, McBrayer. Gnckenbeima
and Paxtoo, Old Jordan and Monogram. Ky., WhtakHc

NOW IN ITS 39th YEAR
The leading mining periodical of the
world, with the strongest editorial staff of
any technical publication.
Subscription $5.M a year (including
U. S., Canadian, Mexican postage.)
Sample copy free. Send for Book.Catalogue.
Ntw Ytrk

Ry. Tar
.

FP.

Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The Xew Mexican office.

Tub Enqineerino and Minim Journal
Ml

SANTA

SAN FRANCISCO STREET

TELEPHONE NO 9.

"

We make a Specialty of conveying tourists to all points of
interest in and near the City

Nothing has ever equalled it
Nothing can ever surpass it.

Dr. King's

111

flSSMI'S

I

STABLE

Nov; Discovory
ICaTTMPTIOM

ForCOV6HI.X
APerfeci
Cure

:

StcSl.M

V
Our Equipment and stock
are Unexcelled in the West, and not Equaled in Santa Pe

For All Throat and
Lung Troubles.

MoiMvbackifitfavls.

Trial Bottlts

frc.

'

DON OAS PAR AVENUE.

1, ,

r.

of

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.

Within the next 13 months in order to
Introduce our goods and bring them before the public we are going to make
you the following proposition: In order to cover the expense of mailing,
printing, etc., etc., we ask you to send
10 cents in coin and we will mail you
our Richly Illustrated Catalogue, and 'our
No 1 Copy of the Woman's Sin; the copy
of the book itself cost 10 cents without
the Catalogue, which is richlv illustrated and valued at 15 cents. Now we are
willing to mall you both books and all
the details how'to get the Premiums for
10 cents In coin. Do not delay aswe
will only Issue a limited number of
Premiums on this our first offer in your
section.
Send at once for this offer, do not put
it off but write at once before it is too
late Boys, Girls and Women look into
this.

LOUIE MANUFACTURING

HOTEL

CL-AIR-

To obtain any of the valuable
articles mentioned ffse cf charge
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We want every one of Our Friends
to accept Our
.

"EffiRRY CHRISTMAS"
.

personal one. We wish it were possible
tor us to take each and everyone Dy xne
hand and extend the compliments of the
season. We can t do this out we nave a

Asa
y--

v.

Y

HEARTY CHRISTMAS GREETING FOR ALL
249-251-25-

SALMON & AB0USLE1AN

SAN

3

FRANCISCO

ST.

SANTA FE, N. M.

$. Kaune
GROCERS

cw

fe

after

1 p. m.
Mrs. L. Bradford

May Yotir Christmas Be a
Merry One and the New Year Bring
Yoo Prosperity and Happiness.
it
SOME OF THE FOLLOWING WILL HELP

.

1903 Pack Monarch. Richelieuand Blue Label
Canned Fruits and Vegetables.

Booth's Baltimore Oysters.
Fresh Shrimp.
Poultry.
Spinach.
Lettuce.
Celery.
Sweet Potatoes.
Cauliflower.
Bananas.
Oranges.
Grapes.
Fresh Peaches.
Persimmons.
Edam and Roquefort Cheese.

I have just opened a

HEW : CASH : STORE
In the Catron Block.
Quick Sales

!

!

Small Profits

!

JUST RECEIVED

A new tine of Holiday goods and winter patterns of Carpets and Rugs. I can
lines.
give extraordinary values in these

LADIES' WAISTS AND SKIRTS
A complete assortment that will
PLEASE ALL
I will see to it that
I want your business.
you are satisfied with us.

CALL AND EXAMINE OUR STOCK.

m4

JOHN KOUR
A

Wonderful Display
j

jet

OF

&

Holiday Presents!
EVERY MEMBER OF THE FAMILY
PROVIDED FOR HERE.

A Large Line of the Latest Toys, Including

Automobiles, Bowling Alleys, Skates.

Fancy Dishes,

Bric-a-Bra- c.

Etc.

A. McKENZHE

y;.--

m
4

1'

Mafiwe Store.

Prince will be at
home tomorrow.
, j;
Miss Ella Shaffer of the Meadow
City is visiting friends here.
E. L. Meddler, Esq., of Albuquerque,
is. in the city, attending to legal business.
J. P. McNulty of Turquesa, is In the
Capital City looking after personal
business.
Mrs Maud J. Kelly, of Las Vegas,
will arrive this evening, on a visit to
her sister, Mrs. C. F. McKay.
Mrs Manderfleld. the Misses Man- derfield and Mrs. George W. Armijo,
will receive tomorrow from 3 to iu
,

TO MAKE THEM SO:

Prices Right

PERSONAL MENTION
Miss Morrison will receive tomorrow

'

Las Vegas Optic,

Seiigman Bios. Go.
Announce That Thcit
JANUARY WHITE 600DS SALE
Will Commence
MONDAY, JANUARY 4, 1904
In Order to Make Room for Oar New
Line of White Goods Which Will
Arrive Shortly, We Will Close Oat
Oar Stock of White Goods at One
Third Less Than Usual Values.

De-

Hnn flranville Pendleton of Aztec,
who for two terms has served most
successfully and acceptably as a member of the House of Representatives
of the Legislative Assembly arrived
last evening from prosperous SanJuan County. He is here to look aftfr as sea in the territorial supreme
Court which meets next week and. also certain real estate matters, he is
'
interested in.
Tiuie-fW. H. Poue of Socorro, who
was to have been here today in order
to preside at the hearing in chambers
in the case of the woodlawn uiicu
Company versus the South Springs
Cattle Company has written mat tne
Wallace murder case now on trial in
ti,o nisfrint Court for Socorro County
has not yet concluded and therefore
he will not be able to reach banta a e
until tomorrow.
Professor C. A. Jones, leader of the
by
Capital City Band accompanied
GOODS
Mrs. Jones, will leave tomorrow u
WHOLESALE AJVD RETAIL DIJY
t oromip Wvomine. where he has ac
band.
PHONE NO. 3&- ,M
cepted a position as leader of the
P. O. BOX 219
He is under telegraphic instructions to
frtma at nnoe. Professor Jones has
the
proved a most efficient leader and
members of the Capital Uity uana
that his contract expired, and
that, another field offered him a larger
iiOi
salary than they could afford.
r n navis of Roswell. a farmer on
the South Spring River, is a visitor
are showing the choicest, most up-to-dto the Capital. He is interested in
line of
the Woodlawn Ditch case wnicn win
be heard before Judge Pope. Mr. Davis is one of the old timers in Chaves
County, having first settled there ii
Texas
years ago. He is a native of of
To be found in the city Call and see
the
and has always been ahead
stock before buying elsewhere.
railroads.
Although 53 years of age,
It will pay you. No trouble to
his present voyage to this city via
Trinidad, is the first time he has travshow you
goods.
eled on the railroad train or in a rail
road car.
Dr. J. L. Norris, surgeon for the
FRESH CANDIES JUST RECEIVED
Santa Fe Central, will shortly locate
at Estancia, where General Manager
230 SAN
W. S. Hopewell of the Pennsylvania
FRANCISCO ST
Development Company has deeded him
a lot, and will erect a house thereon.
All that will be lacking then are the
The History of
JUST RECEIVED A car of assortfurnishings and a wife, which it is
or THE EQUITABLE MFE ASSURbottle
a
Wines.
before
Try
California
ed
rumored will be forthcoming
Dr. gallon of White Port. It's something
ANCE SOCIETY . ,
Jack Frost leaves these parts.
WEINBERGER.
medical
all necessary and practical
J.
Shows
that
at
to
new,
addition
having
in
Norris
reforms In Life Assurance during the
charge of all of the employes of the
insure Your Property In
past quarter of a century have originSanta Fe Central, the Pennsylvania
New
and
the
ated with the Society. For example:
ORIENT INSURANCE CO., HARTFORD.
Development Company
THE EQUITABLE WAS THE FIRST
Mexico Fuel and Iron Company, will
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
SOCIETY TO SIMPLIFY AND
after January 1, look after the ills beTelephone 71.
i
LIBERALIZE THE POLICY
falling those working in the Hagan
WlfH"A
HOOK."
"CAUGHT
CONTRACT.
coal fields and their families.
The finest mess of fish that ever To
give choice of various methods of
swam the water, such as Mountain
settlements.
Trout, Spanish Mackerel, Black Bass,
render its policies, old and new,
between Silver Herring, Bullheads, Salmon, Toundisputable
Creates good-wi- ll
after three years.
Bon
Go to the
and other heauties.
To reduce the term to two years.
seller
tnem.
and
look
at;
a
Schillings Ton and take good
fcuyer
To further, reduce it to one year.
now.
To issue deferred dividend policies.
Best at your grocer's, and Do it
To give the assured the right to draw
JUST ANY OLD THING.
as a surrender value at the end of a
moneyback. ,
That needs repairing in the mechan- . term of years, the entire reserve,
sew
ical line, such as watches, clocks,
together wih the surplus, in cash.
on
ing machines and typewriters, call
To pay its policy holders Immediately
Goldie Chapman at Blain's Bazar.
upon the death of the assured.
stock marklts.
Therefore, Insure in
New York, Dee. 31. Atchison 69; THE WAY TO ROSWELL
119J-4'- ;
York
New
Central,
pfd., 9uK;
AND SAVE MONEY
Pennsylvania, 119?s'i Southern Pacific,
Fe Central & Rocfc
Santa
the
Take
U.
Union Pacific, 80; pfd., 89;
It is the
49;
and
the Roswell and
to
Island
Capitan
S. Steel, 12; pfd., 57.
"GOVERNMENT BONDS"
In
the
line
tae
best
Capitan stage line,
..
of Life Assurance
WOOL MARKET.
West. It saves time and nearly half
D.
W.
AGENT.
to
MRS.
HARVEY,
information
LA.
For
apply
St. Louis, Mo., December 31.- Wool, fair.
102 Chapelle Street
Santa Fe, N. M.
Scott, Roswell, 1". M.
nominal, unchanged.
18
western
and
medium,
Territory
17; fine: 15 & 16
19; floe medium, 16
Insure Your Property In ,
i

ID 3R"5T
Telephone 26.

coming home.
cember 30.

d. m.

?

Miss Mary Bates, a teacher at the
United. States Indian Industrial bcnooi
left today, on a visit to her sister in
Albuquerque.
Mr and Mrs. George Partridge of
Madrid ,and Miss Minnie Pushee, of
the same place, are visiting trienas m
the Capital City.
Eugenio Romero, of Las Vegas, treascollector of San Miurer and
to official
is
attending'
guel County,
business at the capitol.
Chico,
FiHimrrtn Martinez of Anton
merchant, land owner and sheep raiser
in Leonard Wood County, is on
business visit to Las Vegas.
Walter H. Sharp of Eldorado,
who has the contract for building
ho Finn fiasnar Avenue bridge, has re
turned, after spending Christmas with
his family.
Ninon Yanni. the instructor in shoe
making at the United States Indian
Industrial School, left for Albuquerque
this afternoon to spend New Year's
day with friends.
Albert J. Abbott, the son of Judge
a .T Ahhott. who has been home from
the Agricultural College at Mesilla
Park for the Christmas holidays, will
return to school Saturday.
Juan Ortiz of Galisteo, one of the
leading merchants and sheep raisers of
south Santa Fe County, spent tne day
in the Capital purchasing goods. He
left this evening for his home.
Mrs. Evaristo Lucero, accompanied
by her two children, left last evening
for Albuquerque, where she will spend
the next week or ten days with her
two married daughters, Mrs. A. f. 11111
and Mrs. John W. Lewis.
Dr. George A. Solenberg, of Colorado
snHnes who was a guest at the sani
tarium for several weeks past, has returned to his home. He was highly
Mexpleased with the climate of New
ico, especially that of Santa Fe.
C. D. Wolflnger, chief clerk to General Manager W. D. Lee of the Santa
va Pontral has resigned his position
to take effect January 1. He will go
to Denver, where a railroad position
has been offered him, he being an ex
perienced railroad man. ,
asCaptain W. C. Reid of Roswell,
the
is
in
Capi
S.
U.
attorney,
sistant
tal on legal business. He is one of
the counsel for the defendants in the
suit of the Woodlawn. Ditch Company
vs. the South Springs Cattle Company,
which was to have been heard today,
by Judge Pope.
Goerner. stenographer to
General Freight Agent B. W. Robbins,
of the Santa Fe Central, has resigned
his position to take effect January 1,
and will leave immediately for New
York City, where he has accepted a lucrative position. Prior to going east
he will spend a few days with his wife
at Butler, Missouri..
W. H. Carruthers, of Moriarty, will
remove his wife and two children to
the Capital City next week, in order
school
that the children can attend as
yet
district
school
no
having
here,
been organized in his home town. He
returned to Moriarty this morning, after perfecting the necessary arrangements to remove his family here.
James M. Hervey, Esq.; of Roswell,
district attorney for the counties of
Chaves and Eddy, arrived last night
frcm the south and will remain here
for Eome days on legal business. He
ia one of the attorneys for the defendants in the important water right suit
of the Woodlawn Ditch Company vs.
the South Springs Cattle Company.
Thomas G. Mulhern, roadmaster for
the Santa Fe Central, is temporarily
.

INCORPORATED 1903

ESTABLISHED I856

'

Wliolesale and IRtail

San Francisco St.

harca rt one of the two regular
trains running between the Capital
conCity and Torrance. He is an old
ductor, and the patrons of the road and
the people living along the line are
and
highly pleased with his efficiency
the good word he has for everyone.
A number of the friends of William
v rinrtnpr Inst, nieht sent congratu
latory telegrams to the populars.gen.Inat
uosnen,
tleman and his bride
diana. The wedding took place at the
First Presbyterian . Church 01 uosnen
last nieht. Mr: and Mrs. Gortner will
make a tour of eastern cities before
i

Seiigman Bros. Co.

For Holiday Season

We

ate

HThe

Proper Goodsfep

our

our

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY

!

THE EQUITABLE

I

--

MILLINERY

H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.

MONEY AND METAL.
New York, Dec. 31. Monev on call,
Prima mercin-til9 per cent.
strong 6

e

Silver 56k'.
paper 5H
Naw Vork. Dec. 3 T Lead and cop
per steady unchanged.
GRAIN.
Close. Wheat,
Chlcairo. Dec: 31..
Dec 83; May, 81.
.
Corn, Dec, 41; May, 15
Oats, Dec, 35; May. 38s
LARD AND RIBS.
Pork, Jan. 12 65; May, 813.02.
05.
Lard, Jan., 86.82; May, 87.02
75.
Ribs, Jan., 86.42; Mav, 86 72
STOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 31. Cattle,
market, receipts, 4,000 hiR her. South
84.75;
Native steers, 83.60
84 10; Southern
em steers, 83 60
82.65; native cows and
cows, 81.50
83.85; Stockers and
heifers, 82.40
83.75; bulls, 83.25
feeders, 83.25
85.60; western
83.50; calves, 83.50
84. 10; wsstern cows,
steers, 83.40
'
6- -

81.50

FIRE INS. CO.

LONDON & LANCASHIRE

MARKET REPORT.

Telephone 71.

We make special prices on all our
wines and liquors for this month. J.
WEINBERGER.

cJMiss cTVIugler.

Anounces especially low prices in fine bats
ON THE RANGE"
"KILL- -J
now, giving one desiring to make ladies
And now being served at the Bon
of
ducks,
or misses what tbey love best, a beautiful
venison,
lot
finest
Ton, the
bat for Christmas gilt. Also band made
grouse, Bob White quail, and Elk that
are
If
you
laid
upon.
eyes
ever
lace collars, and many other pretty things
you
from Missouri we'll show you. Give us
(or useful and bandsome presents.
a call. "Do it now."
Old

papers for sale at the New

Mex-

Parlors, Southeast Cfcrner of Plaza.
SANTA

ican office.

THE : OLD

:

CURIO

:

FE, N. M.

STORE

J S. CANDELARI0. Prop.
301 and 303 San Francisco Street.

,

82.90.

Sbeep market receipts, 2.000 strong
to 10c higher.
.
$4. 35-- lambs, 84.75
Muttons, 83.50
a 15.65; Range weathers, '83 60 84.10;
Ewes, 82 30 O 83.55.
Cattle, market
Chicago, Dec. 31.
receipts, 7,000 strong.
G? 85.65;
Wood to prime swers,
84 90; stockers
wot to medium, 83.50
and feeders, 8J.75 84 00; cows 11.50
82 00 & 84.75; canners,
84 25; heifers.
84.25;
82 40; bulls, 8135
81.50
86 75.
calves, 82.50
Sheep, receipts, 15,000, sheep steady
lambs steady.
84.50;
Good to choice wethers, 83.75
83.75;
fair to choice mixed, 83.00
84.25; native
western sheep, 83.50
western lambs,
lambs. 84.25 (9
85.00 f$ 8625.

BEADS
RAFFIA, REEDS,
'
BASKETRY
FOR INDIAN

Wholesale aad Retail Dealers In

84-9-

-

-

LS
p, 0. BOX 340

Mexican and Indian Curios
The best place to buy Navajo Blankets, IndlftD and
Meiicsn Pottery, Belles from the Cliff Dwellings,
Indian Baskets, In fact all sorts of Curios of Indlas
a Muxleaa stake can be found at Our Store

.

.

;

:

SANTA' FE

N

M

,

'

' .'

r

J!"

Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday, December

3t, J 903.

geant Adolph J. Fischer and Sergeant 21, T 20 N, R 24 E, 160 acres in Mora
Charles M. Stauffer during the month County,
of January, the medals to be presented
December 26, Certificate No. 3284.
next Monday evening.
Juan Flores of Pinos Wells, for TJE
(Continued From First Page.)
Attorney at Law and
section 31, T 3 N, R 13 E, 160 acres
his
consider his likes and dislikes,
R. D. Holt, Elmer G. Crittenden and
in
Valencia
County.
Offers the Sweflest Line of
strengths and his weaknesses, his Jerry B. Farris, of the United States
December 28, Certificate No. 3285.
financial, domestic, and family rela Indian Industrial School devoted the
j Efien
Gonzales de Duran, widow of
tions and heredity, that early in his week to hunting deer in the Santa Fe
course an objective may be se Canon. According to reports current j Juan Ignacio Duran, deceased of San
college
112 San Fraociico Street. Saata Fe, N. M
section 17-- T 19
lected and his aim thereafter be con- at the school they got lots of hunt, but llldefonso, for SE
C
R
in Sandoval
160
acres
N,
E,
stant.
reaL
none of the sleek denizens of the
loans.
County.
emione
lives
of
the
of
When
learns
canon.
secur
Meney to loan upon real estate
Mineral Entries.
nent men in history, especially in the
The
ty on easy terms.
mineral entries have
imfollowing
is
our
own
of
he
country
history
Ever Shown in
Fe.
been made in the local United States
HOMES.
pressed with the number of accidental
OFFICIAUVIATTERS
J.
117.
No.
land
office:
six
December
21,
I have a nice cottage (double)
careers: he is. interested to know what
G. Schuman for "Corner" lode, T 18, ONLY A FEW BUT VERY CHOICE,
rooms on one side, 4 on the other trivial incident caused a man or woNotaries Public Appointed.
R 5 E, 20 acres in Bernalillo County.
owner occuDies 4 rooms and the rest man to select a course in which he
December 22, No. 118.
Acting Governor J. W. RaynoklH, has
Daisy B.
A VERY DESIRABLE NEW YEAR
rent for $25 a month; good neighbor subsequently became noted.
the
Ashton
T 28 N, R
notaries
Greenstone
for
pubappointed
following
lode,
builmust
not
One
erect
other
be
misled
such
to
by
hood; ample space
of Alamo- - 7 or 8 E, 20 acres in Rio Arriba Counstables and Instances. The world is too likely to lic: Franklin John Weilep
dines on same street;
Otero County; J. C. Bender, Es- - ty.
gordo,
withman
an
select
able
andbrilliant
is
asked
the
other outbuildings:
price
December 22, No. 119. Daisy B.
out college education as an instance tey City, Socorro County.
very low.
Postmaster at Portales.
Ashton for Jefferson lode, T 28 N, R
of
culture
of
and
erudi
the
uselessness
Can sell at a bargain cozy homes on
The postoffice at Portales, Roose 8 E, 20 acres in Rio Arriba County,
failing to remember how much
Manhattan avenue, one a new stone tion,
December 22, No. 120.
Daisy B.
more eminent would have been the velt County, having reached annual
house with all modern improvement0;
of over 1,000 has been made Ashton, for Juniper lode, T 28 N, R 8
receipts
to
endowments
the
career,
had,
great
house,
the other an adobe-bricDIAMONDS, JEWELRY, WATCHES, CLOCKS
of nature been added the other ac a presidential office from the first of E. 20 acres in Rio Arriba County..
rooms; fruit and vegetable garden; quired talents that are the product of January, 1904. C. O. Leach, who has
December 22, No. 121.
Daisy B.
j,jt
city water, hydrant and tank; 70 choice discipline reached by skilful and se- been postmaster of the town ever Ashton, for Lucky Boy lodge, T 28 N,
and
currant
7
was
8
since
who
was R
fruit trees;
it
or
established and
raspberry vere training.
The Cut Glass displayed by" us will
E, 20 acres in Rio Arriba
bushes: lot 80. by 265 feet. The stone
The differentiation df the world's strongly recommended in an almost County.
make
fine Holiday Gifts.
Toilet
B.
house will be rented.
December 22, No. 122. Daisy
activities Is in so marked a manner unanimous petition by the citizens of
27
for
or
T
Portales
been
Cream
has
for
lode,
Ashton,
reappointment
no
Articles
in
intelli
us
Jersey
continually-beforthat
ORCHARDS.
Sterling Silver, .Ebony and
endorsed for such by Delegate B. S. 28 N, R 8 E, 19 acres in Rio Arriba
to
com
can
man
fail
gent
measureably
a
in
a
fruit ranch
I also have
high
Stag. Filigree Fob Chains, Brooch
Rodey and there is no doubt that Mr. County.
and
by the picture.
state of cultivation, in the suburbs, prehend Fieldprofit
ac-- i
3. Peter McRae
recommendation
be
will
No.
December
23,
Rodey's
of
Knowledge.
Pins, Neck Chains, Souvenir Spoons,
with a building site overlooking the
for the Detroit lode, 10 acres unsur- in cepted and the appointment made.
is
indeed
field
of
The
knowledge
entire city of Santa Fe. On it there ia comprehensible.
Artlcles of Incorporation.
Bracelets, Card Cases,
veyed in Rio Arriba County.
Rings, etc.
Puny man becomes
The following articles of incorpora
an artificial reservoir, the only one of insignificant while traversing one dim
tiJ
Its kind in the city, 12 feet or more In winding path through the labyrinth tion have been filed in the office of
AH Goods Engraved Free.
ACUTE INDIGESTION.
depth, holding over 125,000 gallons of The scientific view is fraught with the Territorial Secretary: The Artesia
from
Well
offi
Driving
Company,
principal
water, constantly replenished,
on
(Continued
Page Seven)
ces at Artesia Eddy County. The in
which the whole place can be irrigated
which
corporators are John C. Hale, Elisha Caused the Sudden Death of Ralph
dally during the summer, and
L. Robertson, John L. Woodworth and
Hammerslough, of Trinidad, in
land
The
fish.
with
stocked
be
could
S.
John
Cnicago.
The
is
in
trees
company
Major.
contains many hundreds of young
MINOR CITY TOPICS
50 years, for the pur
tor
varie
corporated
most
valuable
and
finest
of the
Chicago, Dec. 31 Acute indigestion
pose of drilling wells and the develop
ties of apples, peaches, pears, plums,
was
given by the coroner's physician
ment
of
lands.
is
The
company
cap!
apricots, cherries and other fruits, the
talized
100 after an autopsy, as the cause of the
for
divided
into
W.
H.
been
$10,000
who
has
Mrs.
Goebel,
a
renter- nart of which already bear:confined to her home by illness, is con. shares of the par value of $100 each death of Ralph Hammerslough,
young bearing vineyard, thousands of valescent.
The first board of directors consists wealthy merchant of Trinidad Colo
small
other
and
bushes of currants
of the incorporators.
rado, who died suddenly on Tuesday
received
has
Grant
plans
Rivenburg
In this city.
fruits; extensive beds t asparagus, and
Territorial
Funds
Received.
specifications for a $3,000 green
rhubarb, and other fine vegetables. To
Territorial Treasurer ,T. H. Vaughn
Shortly before his death he had
which he proposes to erect in
be sold on easy terms, and for mucn house,
has received
the following public eaten a big meal in a restaurant. The
this
city.
Hammer- less than It cost, owing to ill health of
funds: From Walter H. Guiney, treas undigested food affected
The First National Bank will not be urer and
action.
heart
Luna
collector
the owner,
of
sough's
onen for business tomorrow, the offi
LARGE ASSORTMENT:
$186.20 taxes for 1902, and $9,
CHURCHES.
ces in the capitol and federal building County,
179.84
M. NO DECISION REACHED
1903.
taxes
From
for
E.
FANCY ROCKERS,
I am authorized to dispose of the Con- will also be closed.
IN RUSSIAN SITUATION.
col
Hurlbert, treasurer and
A happy and prosperous New Year lector of Lincoln
St. Petersburg, Dec. 31 The foicigr.
gregational Church, on the south side,
$6,268.74
County,
PICTURES and
convenient to the contemplated Union to the readers and friends of the New taxes for 1903. From Perfecto Esqui office declares that nothing yet has
will
and
to
and
the
Mexican
two
people
been
decided
lots,
Russia's
treasurer
collector
particularly,
and
reply
bel,
regarding
Depot. jt S,tanda upon
PICTURE RRAMES,
j& & &
of Rio Arriba County, $60.55, taxes to Japan. The Japanese minister here
be sold cheap, or the building will be of New Mexico in general.
W. H. Goebel, the hardware man, for 1902 and $772.33 taxes for 1903, has been conferring actively witn For
MOULDINGS.
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
repaired and leased to responsible par.
spent the entire day yesterday in put- From Manuel Baca, treasurer and ex- eign Minister Lamsdorff notwithstand
ties.
BIGGEST LINE OF
ting up a new Bain wagon and harness, officio collector of Sandoval County, ing the fact that the Japanese official
THERE ARE OTHERS.
and
$53.08 taxes for 1902, and
$3,313.53 is suffering severely from cold
which he had disposed to a customer.
IRON BEDSTEADS
Several small houses, some stone, The funeral services, for the late taxes for 1903.
lumbago. .! ;
my
JUST RECEIVED
EVER BROUGHT TO THE CITY.
some brick, others frame, upon
Homestead Entries.
Mrs. Juana Trujillo de Arias were held
The following homestead entries THREE EARTHQUAKE
books, which I would be glad to show this morning at the Cathedral
8
at
SHOCKS IN ILLINOIS Give me a call.
an Intended purchaser. They are de- 'clock and the remains were interred have been made' in the local United
It will give me pleasure to show you my line of goods
sold
will
be
and
Dec. 31 In
No.
Cham
land
December
office:
States
23,
situated,
Bloomington,
sirably
in Rosarlo Cemetery.
whether you buy or not. My prices are right And goods right.
7761.
distinct
earth
of.
three
Sanchez,
Wagon paigne County
cheap.
There will be a short service with Mound, Eugenio
SW
section 7 quake shocks, were experienced at
for W
PLAZA PROPERTY.
the celebration of the Holy Commun- and NE
p
30 o'clock this morning, all in rapid
SE
section 18 and W
To those wishing to catch the cream ion at the Church of the Holy Faith
20 T 20 N, R 23 E, sequence. No damage or consequence
SE
section
of Plaza real estate I can offer blocks at 10 o'clock tomorrow morning, the 160 acres in Mora County.
is reported.
at figures that will double themselves rector, the Rev. W. R. Dye, officiating.
December 24, No. 7762. Charles Ire
There will be no issue of the New land of Aztec, for E
in less than three years. ,
sec NATIONAL LIVESTOCK ASSOCIA
NE
New tion 19 and W
it
Mexican
tomorrow,
being
TION.
NW
section
20,
STREET.
SAN FRANCISCO
Year's day and the large force of em- T 30 N R 11 W, 160 acres in San
GO.
Ore., January 12 to 15,1904.
Portland;
I have several business blocks for
a holiday to ring out the Juan County.
desire
Wool
ployes
National
Annual
some
convention,
of
mart
trade,
on
this great
sale
old and ring in the New Year properly.
December 26, No. 7763. Refugio Lu- Growers Association,
of them producing more than eight
and.
Frfcnclaco,
secrolled 249 out of a cero of Pinos Wells, for SW
Stevens
Edward
asked.
Ore., Jan. 11, to 12, 1904.
Portland,
on
price
net,
purchase
per cent,
Hotel tion 28, T 3 N, R 12 E, 160 acres in
300 at the Exchange
For the above meetings the Santa
possible
IMPORTANT TO LIVERYMEN.
We have just received a car load of
Fe will sell tickets to Portland, Ore.,
bowling alleys last night, and is in Valencia County.
December 26, No. 7765. Daniel Gon and return at a rate of $45.75 via SaI can sell you the finest and best line for - the bowling ball offered by
sec- cramento and $53.75 via Denver, going
equipped livery stable in the Terri- Edward S. Andrews, the proprietor, for zales of Casa Salazar, for NW
TUBULAR HOT DRAUGHT
s
of its real value; the person making the highest score tion 34, T 15 N, R 3 W, 160 acres in and returning via same route, dates of
tory at
'
commodious
Sandoval County.
before January 31.
sale January 7, 8, 9 and 10, 1904, good
includes fee of land and
ETOYIS
December 28, No. 7766. Jesus Val- - for return passage until January 31,
brick barn, together with the good will
Fire Marshal A. M. Dettlebach will
19,
section
NE
30
dez
of
for
S.
H.
LUTZ.
1904.
Manzano,
horses, have a steam whistle placed on the
of a flourishing business,
THE BEST STOVE ON EARTH
3 N R 6 E, 160 acres in Valencia
Agent, Santa FefN. M.
buss, hacks, picnic wagon, buggies, electric light plant so as to call out the
'
to
vehicles
that
nre
go
County.
and all the other
firemen at night. Although tne
Final Homestead Certificates.
livery barn, and last evening amounted to nothing, the
It is an admitted fact that real estate,
make up an
UMMIMIM AID EltUlESI.
enCarry Enrjthhg it Rnsabold Finishing.
The following final homestead
financial men and merchants all say
all nractically new. Good excuse for fire bell which was tolled long and loud
Unilocal
in
been
made
the
Charlei
LiceaaaJ
tries
have
volunobQar.lMfc are larktd ia Plata Figaras.
Wagaer,
sale. In a live and growing city. did not bring out many of the
that quickest and best results are
December 23, tained v
ted States land officer
in
the
"New
teers.
Write for particulars.
AtoriMaa.
by' advertising
Prafrestive
Oh Prica, u4 Oat Daly.
Certificate No. 3283. Eutimio Sando- Mexican."
,
vitrified
of
the
With
CHANCES.
the
completion
OTHER BUSINESS
NE
val of Wagon Mound for S
and brick sidewalk in front of the Lamy section 20, and W
T have several other commercial
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
NW
section
GOODS SOLD ON EASY PAYMENTS.
to
that is a credit
business propositions to submit those de- - block, a sidewalk
entire
the
extends
to
and
life
the
Capital City
siring to enter mercantile
Furniture, Queensware, Cutlery and Tinware, Stoves and
length of the west side of the plaza.
grow up Wlln tne new era vi pruspem.;
CenThe citizens generally appreciate the
now coming In with the Santa Fe
Ranges, Fancy Haviland China of Every Description.
tral Railway.
progress iveness on the part of the
'
:
.
property owners.
,
V"' OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
ETERTTWN eomiTEEO TO SITE KtKCT UTISFASTItl 01 B8IET WILL BE IEFUI0EB.
local weather bureau predicts
The
Rock
10
the
from
miles
At El Cuervo,
with
and Friday
P. S. DAYIS, President jt
S. 0. CARTWRIGHT, Sec'y and Treas.
Island road, I can sell you about 640 fair weather tonight
warmer weather tonight, and probably
No Risk
excellent
With Us.
grazing
acres; patented;
northeast
in
portion
cooler weather
v
land,
Friday. The maximum temperature
S
TELEPHONE: Stare, N.
Convenient to Las Vegas, I have for yesterday was 51 degrees at 2:40 p. m.
T S2CM-BflOJIlt
Night call at ruMtace, N. 1.
4
a.
at
24
desirable
and the minimum
degrees
No. 250 San Francisco Street.
aale several large tracts ot
6
land which I am permitted to sell at m. The temperature at o'clock this
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Market Telephone No. 49.
23 degrees.
very low figure. One tract contains morning was
The supporting umuers unaer me
MEAT MARKET.
bout 3,500 acres, and is located about
PAT. CARRIER SYSTEM
miles southwest of archways of the Don Gaspar Avenue
three and one-ha- lf
We wish to call the attention of all
DO
our mends and customers to the re
Las Vegas; nearly all of r it is under bridge were removed today and work
is progressing.
fine beef, pork and lamb we
fence; good grazing and water for on the parapet walls
markably
the bridge will
If So Try the New Cuisine at the
are now putting out. We are now re,atock; some timber. Another tract of Barring bad weather
to the county
over
'
turned
be
formally
7
Las
Vegas;
Denver1 killed beef. It is fine
miles from
JNSURCS NATURAL FLAVOR &I
550 acres,
ceiving
by ' Contractor Walter
eating. Everything in sausage, pigs
timber and grazing,:, with an excellent commissioners
hence.
weeks
two
Still
over
Sharp
it.
are
solid meat; feet, tfipfev boiled ham, salt meats,
tream of water passing
oysters
Sealshipt
One of the social events of the sea- they are not embalmed; the flavor is etc., that the markets afford.
another tract of 350 acres of farming,
son
west
will be the fancy masque ball to be not taken but of them by contcat with
8
miles
All the Delicacies of the Season,
Short Orders a Specialty.
grazing and timber land,
Hotel this evening ice and ice water.
They have the true
M ,Las Vegas, with running water given at the Palace
FERNDELL
PRESERVES.
Infant
by Company F, First Regiment
salt sea flavor. Cheaper because you
Jpon it.
J. W. HUBBS, Manager
Ferndell preserves come in 1 pound
ry, National Guard of New Mexico. get only solid meat; better because
COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.
This being the last dance until Wash- you get only oysters that are shipped and 2 pound glass jars and in 10
I can sell you large tracts of land ington's Birthday night, February 22, direct to us from the oyster beds. Ice pound earthen jars. They are very
suitable for mining coal or the produc- a large attendance is assured, many water oysters are usually shipped to fine, being put up by experts in this
v
tion of timber.
fancy costumes have been ordered for Denver in car lots and are shipped line of business, who have orders to
the event.
RANGES.
from that lot until exhausted. Our put up the very best product possible,
CATTLE AND SHEEP
of cost. Two pound jars at
in all parts of the Territory, and Mahara's big minstrels will be on oysters come to us direct from the regardless
65c, one pound jars at 40c.
beds.
house
at
the
Friday
the boards
opera
one in Wyoming.
v
January 8. ; The organization
ROOM8: FURNISHED OR UNFUR- - evening,
is a strong and meritorious one, and t FERNDELL CANNED GOODS.
FINE COFFEES.
., NISHED.
black faced comedians have played
the
We have received our car of Fern-del- l
& Sanborn's Coffees are still
Chase
Furnished or unfurnished rooms in to big houses throughout the west and
canned goods. They open up bet- in
the lead. We are selling more of
Single, or en southwest this season. Manager Det- ter than
all oarts of the city.
any line we have ever han;
OCCLESALB
suite for light housekeeping. Some of tlebach will see that the opera house dled. Some items are very short pack them p mow than ever before. All
of
walk
to
all purses, but no infer.suit
sufminutes
five
will
none
within
them
is at a temperature that "
this year, but we have mauaged to get grades
and
piaza.
a full supply of most varieties. Fern-del- l ior goods, Seal brand 40c; South Sea
V.;vV: fer with the cold. '
Blend, 25c; Regal Blend 35c.
sweet
corn,
potatoes
peas,
beans,
dewill
I will take pleasure in showing
The members ot Company F
RETAIL
and in fact all lines are the best that
prospective investors desirable burn- vote the entire forenoon on New Year's are
Use
Ferndell
MEADOW GOLD.
anywhere.
ing -- ites in the neighborhood - of the day to rifle practice, assembling at the whenpackedwant
SEALER III
the best
you
Those making
Meadow Gold butter Is much the best
Capitol, and in the vicinity of the j armory at 9 o'clock.
that can be found. It gives universal
Presbyterian church, and other local high scores during the present month
HAY, ALFALFA, GRAIN,
satisfaction. We have cheaper butter,
lt!es of the city which In a few years' wui vj6 with each other for the 200
will be worth douW the present ask- - yards and the 600 yards medals, which Feed, flour and potatoes of the best but if you wish the best take Meadow
Gold.
j will
be warn by Quartermaster Ser-- quality and at lowest market price.
tag prica.
Only Exclusive Gra'.n Hou In Cltv
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday, December 31, 1 $03.
Insure Your Plate Glass In the
Improve the ' appetitite and
METROPOLITAN INS. CO. NEW YORK.
strengthen the digestion, try a few doses of Chamberlain's Stomach and LivH. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
NEW MEXICO er Tablets. Mr. J. H. Seitz, of DeTelephone 71.
troit, Mich., says:' "They restored my
Far life that, vouould like to leave your wife, and .the amount in cash
appetite when impaired, relieved me NOTICE TO LIGHT CONSUMERS.
(Continued from Page One.)
made by teachers, architectural plans of a bloated feeling and caused a pleasyou would Hk.t?'to have returned to you, if you survive the period of
January 1, 1904, meters will be inmovement
the
of
and
ant
satisfactory
buildfor all light consumers having
stalled
rooms
and
and models of school
limited payments give these facts and the aires of both, in writing for
bowels." There are people in this six lights and over. For less than six
miscellaneous
articles.
and
ings,
terms otf this contract, devised and introduced by The Mutual Life.In-utfe- o
lights the following rates will govern:
It is suggested that there should be community who need just such a medsome sort of uniformity in each dis- icine. For sale by all druggists. EvOrdinary closing, per month, 8 canCompany of New York.
ery box warranted.
dle
advancepower 75c; 16 candle power $1; 32
the
play,
showing
progressive
, This Companv ranks:
candle power $1.75.
ment of pupils, the nature of the
ication.
Notice
Fub
for
Firxt In Assets.
i
Twelve o'clock closing, per month,
course of study pursued, etc.
(Homestead Entry No. 6217.)
8 candle power $1; 16 candle
K THl INTEHIOK.
iJBPAHTMBNT
If convenient, place .the photographs
Firxt In Amount Paid Policy holders.
power
Land Office at Sants I e. N. M.. Nov. 28.
of all buildings on one card designed
$1.25; 32 candle power $2.
Firxt n Ag'
is hereby givpn that the following
to be the front page of the winged named settler
After twelve o'clock, per month, 8
has filed notice of his intenhis candle power $1.50; 16 candle power
frame or a", r."
proof in support of bePhotographs of the tion to maUe final
and that said proof will be made
same building may be repeated on a claim,
fore the register or receiver at San 'a Fe, N. $2; 32 candle power $3.
M . on
viz: Luis Kivera for
For churches, per month,- - 8 candle
January 4. section
larger scale, if desired.
21. township 17
s4 of the
32 candle power 50c.
On the cover of each bound volume the
north, range 13 east. N. M. P. M He names power, 25c;
one night per week, per
a label should be placed, having on it the following w itnesses to prove his contiroom,
Lodge
nuous residence upon and cult'vation of said
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY OF
16 candle power 25c; 32 candli
the following:
land, viz: Tiburcio Kovbal. Felix Roybal. month,
Andres Howies, Jose t. Hoybal. all of Rowe, power 50c.
Louisiana Purchase Exposition.
I. VUG EST
Of.ttKS
H. XI.
Public School.
IN THE
Lodge room, two nights per week,
MANritr, R. Otero, Register,
IN
WORLD
Year.)
(Insert
AMKK1CA
Study)
per month, 16 candle power, 40c; 2z
(Insert
The Annual Dividend Policy
for exhibit
All articles intended
candle power, 80c.
ZlTG'EZJLttZD .5.. lvcC"CJ.3D"Sr,
Is the Best Life Insurance.
should be sent to Superintendent A. B.
Lodge room, three nights per week,
DARBY A. DAY, Manager, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
btroup, Albuquerque, on or before UNION CENTRAL LIFE INS. CO., CINCINNATI. per month, 16 candle power 55c-- ; 3.
March in, 1004.
candle power, $1.10.
Lowes Rates Biggest Returns.
PAIL WUNSCHMANN & CO., District Agents, Santa Fe, N. M
No card or paper should b" rolled
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
The minimum meter rate charged
but everything packed flat. Expenses
per month will be $1.50.
Telephone 71.
for binding and mounting are to be
Meters are furnished at a rental of
borne by the school making the exC. P.
25 cents per month for 6 to
Insure Your Property in
hibit but all charges for transportation,
lamps, all ever 10 lamps meters will
ATLAS ASSURANCE CO., Ltd.,. LONDON.
installment, cabinets, etc., are to be
be furnished free.
H. N, WILLCOXAgent.
borne by the commission. After the
AH fiat rates are payable in advance,
71.
'.phone
close c f tli a exposition, each school
Meter rates on or before the 5th of
This CrTHtal Glass Cologne Bottle, Overlaid with StirlTimes Sine of Cut, Postpaid
may have its exhibit returned, if deing Silver, Three for
the succeeding month. Bills not paid
11.25,
A Timely Suggestion.
free of transportation charge.
sired,
by the 15th lights will be discontinued
Oue of the Many Bargains iti Our New Catalogue for lflOi. conThis is the season of the year when without notice.
The nirerintendent of the New MexSilverover .i."On il ustrat ions f Jewelry,
taining
ware suitable for Xtnas and Wedding: Presents. Free to any
ico commission will install the exhib- the prudent and careful housewife re
Where 32 candle power lamps are
address upon request.
its, but desires that everything should plenishes her supply of Ch'amberlain's used the rate for that size lamp will
conform to the above direction:! po that Cough Remedy. It is certain to be in all cases be charged. Any so called
all confusion be avoided and that each needed before the winder is over, and agreement with the former manageGold and Silversmiths, Galveston. Tex.
school's idea be carried out in the in- results are much more prompt and sat ment differing from the above rates
Establish'd 18'iT. OliWt .Ifwelry Store in the Southwest. as a
stallation, he suggests the plan of its isfactory when it is kept at hand and are hereby abrogated.
i
same
olFers
Mail
scr
the
Order
advantage
Hur
you
exhibit be described or shown by given as soon as the cold is contract ' Lamps will not be delivered to any
personal visit to our e.tillixlunput.
ed and before it has become settled in one unless accompanied by a written
III
drawings.
The superintendent of exhibits of the system. In almost every instance order.
the New Mexico commission, W. Por- a severe cold may be warded off by
All bills payable at the office of the
terfield, Silver City, will cheerfully an- taking this remedy freely as soon as company.
swer any and all questions not here- the first indication of the cold appear:; SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.
in covered.
There is no danger in giving it to chil
Mineral Collection.
dren for it contains no harmful sub COUGHING SPELL CAUSED DEATH.
"Our mineral collection is making stance. It is pleasant to take both
"Harry Duckwell aged 25 years,
good progress," said Mr. Porterfield adults and children like it. Buy it and choked to death early yesterday morntoday "and will be very comprehen- you will get the best. It always cures ing at his home, in the presence of his
sive, embracing everything which rep- For sale by all druggists.
wife and child. He contracted a slight
resents our mineral resources, as well
cold a few days ago and paid but litas all matters of scientific interest as
tle attention to it. Yesterday mornInsure Your Property In
to the mineralogy of this region. Our
ing he was seized with a fit of coughAMERICAN CENTRAL INS. CO., ST. I OUIS.
collection will include coal, iron, coping which continued for some time.
N.. WILLCOX, Agem.
H.
per, lead, gold and silver ores, marble,
His wife sent for a physician but be71.
Telephone
onyx and other ornamental and buildfore he could arrive, another coughing
ing stone, salt sulphur, mica, etc.
spell came on and Duckwell died from
IMMINENT.
REVOLUTION
A fine display of New Mexico tur
revolt suffocation." St. LrAils
A sure sign of approaching
quoise will also be on exhibition. It is
Ballard's Hore-hounDec. 1, 1901.
is
in
trouble
and
system
serious
your
also proposed to exhibit a New Mexico
would have saved him.
Syrup
stomach
or
nervousness,
sleeplessness,
turquoise mine in the outdoor mining
25c, 50c, and $1.00. Fischer Drug Co.
district space demonstrating the meth- upsets. Electric Bitters will quickly
causes.
It
troublesome
the
dismember
od of mining this gem stone, as well as
Insure Your Property in
to tone the stomach, regu
showing its geological occurrence, and never fail
FIRE INS. CO., NEW YORK.
NIAGARA
late the Kidneys and Bowels stimulate
its preparation for commerce.
Run
blood.
N.
H.
the
and
the
WILLCOX, Agent.
Liver,
clarify
Agricultural Exhibit.
Telephone 71.
"While a portion of our agricultural down systems benefit particularly and
and horticultural collection will be all the usual attending aches vanish
ef
A glass or two of water taken halt
4
ready for the opening of the World's under its searching and thorough
is only an hour
No trouble to answer questions
Bitters
Electric
fectiveness.
we
heads
of
advised
are
the
before breakfast will usually
Fair,
by
Harsh
these departments to have our pro- 50c, and that is returned if it don't keep the bowels regular.
ducts sent in fresh as they mature give perfect satisfaction. Guaranteed cathartics should be avoided. When a
by Fischer Drug Co.
during the coming season.
purgative is needed, take Chamber"We also expect that our ethnologilain's Stomach and Liver Tablets.
FIGHT WILL BE BITTER.
cal exhibit will be an interesting feaThey are mild and gentle in their acture, as our region is rich in such their ears against the continual recom tion. For sale by all druggists.
of mendation of Dr. King's New Discov
things, and we ask the
the people of each locality in contrib- ery for Consumption, will have a long
Notice for Publication.
uting to this exhibit, sending the same and bitter fight with their troubles, if
(Homestead Entry No 7.233.)
to the Hon. Arthur Seligman, of San- not ended earlier by fatal termination
DEl'ABTMfcNX
THX INTFHIOK.
ta Fe, treasurer of the commission, Read what T. R. Beall of Beall, Miss., Land Office at SantaOFFe. N. M Dec. 16. 1908.
1
had
to
wife
fall
has
"Last
who has charge of this collection.
my
Paso Daily at 6:50 p. m, Mountain Time.
Notice is hereby given that the following
say:
Leaves
named settler has filed notice cf his intention
"The commission is also anxious to every symptom of consumption. She to
make final proof in support of his claim,
of the took Dr. King's New Discovery after and that
have the earnest
proof will be made before the
This handsome solid vestlbuled train Direct connections made for all points people everywhere in all departments, everything else had failed. Improve Register sid
or Receiver ath ntaFe. N. M.. on
27. 1904, viz: JohoM ShlIdi forthe
runs through to New Orleans, Shreve-por- t North, But and Southeast.
and will be glad to hear from persons ment came at once and four bottles January
un U of section 8. townshiD 19 north, range
For schedules, rates and other
- 4 east, tta names the following witnesses to
and St. Louis without change.
"
Guaranteed
to
cured
as
well
as
byher.
minerals
exhibit,
entirely
having
his continuous residence upon ana
call on or address,
Carries through sleepers Los Angeles
Fischer Drug Co. Price 50c and 1.U0, prove
cultivation of said land viz Hugh Murray,
specimens of all other products."
and
intermediate
to Chicago
Leonard Winhoefer. Orln S Brown, Linus L.
points.
Mr. Porterfield is being ably assist- Trial bottles free.
Shields, all of Pera. N. M.
C.
W.
ed by Captain
Porterfield, his
Manual, R. Otib. Register.
R. W. CURTIS
brother and business partner, in atBETTER THAN A PLASTER.
"I was much afflicted with sciatica,"
Southwestern Passenger Agent
A piece of flannel dampened
tending to his duties as superintend
with
ent of the New Mexico exhibit, and as Chamberlain's Pain Balm and bound writes Ed. C. Nud, Iowaville, SedgEL PASO, TEXAS
there is strength in unity, with the on the affected parts, is better than a wick, Co., Kan., "going about on
H. P. TURNER
I G. LEONARD
of the residents of
hearty
a lame back and for pains crutches and suffering a deal of pain.
Owl. Paeeenger and Ticket Agent New Mexico generally, both old and plaster for or
Traveling Passenger Agent
in the side
chest. Pain Balm has I was Induced to try. Ballard's Snow
EL PASO, TEXA
DALLAS, TEXAS
young, New Mexico should be able to no superior as a liniment for the relief Liniment, which relieved me.' I used
hold her own during the World's. Fair, of deep seated, muscular and rheuma three 50c bottles. It is the greatest
liniment I ever used ; have recommendand turn the calcium light of shame tic pains. For sale by ah dr
jglsis.
ed it to a number of persons; air exon those who still believe that the
clouds of the medaevial period are still
press themselves as being benefited
Insure Your Property in
it. I now w i.v without crutches,
over the length and breadth
by
hanging
NEW YORK UNDERWRITERS AGENCY
WVVfVTWmvTVf
able to perform a great deal of light
of the Territory.
VTTT,,tVfVt,TVTWT,
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
"NEW MEXICAN PRINTING CO.. Dealers.
labor on the farm." 25c, 50c, $1.00.
71.
Telephone
TAILORING.
Fischer Drug Co.,
New Mexico
Santa Fe
Muralter, the tailor, is headquarters
for fine fall and winter suits, latest
Keep your business ever before the
Notice for Publication.
patterns, from $30 up. Also a large public by advertising in your home
(Homestead Bntry No. 5, tW)
line of samples of Murphy Brothers' paper. A good advertiser always has
DlPABTMBNT OF THE lBTlBIOIt,
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M Dec. 7. 1901
fine business suits from $17 up, ' success In any honest enterprise.
line,
.
m
I
Notice is hereby given that the following
rn up.- - coueciui
iruusers to ui irum v.du
named settler has mea notice oi nis intention
tr.
m.lin final nroof In sutiDort of his claim.
flno
line of
attention is calleu to a
and that said proof will be made before the
VIA
Santa Fe. N. M., on
samples and styles of ladies fall and
RaiTy.
register or receiver atAntonio
Chavez y SanJanuary 18, 1904, viz:
winter tailor made suits. A call to
of
the minor children of
doval, guardian
of ne!4, se!4
for
the
Ricardo
sw'i
Chavez,
inspect our line is earnestly solicited.
1903.
Effective Sunday, Ooctober 4,
of nwk and lots 2 and 3, section 5 township
Perfect fits guaranteed..
He
uamm
10
12east.
the followBound
north, range
North
011th Bound
resiing witnesses to prove his ofcontinuous
said
cultivation
land, viz :
and
dence
upon
Stations.
AUi No t
No 2 Mi
Notice for Publication.
Donaciano Angel. .Luis angel, Margarito
Chavez Bernardo Chavez, all of GalUteo,
(Homestead Entry No. 5116).
ll.Oii a 0 LveTi.. Santa Fe...Arr 7,000 2.0) p N . M.
DRl'iHTMINT OF THE ITEHIOB,
11.15 a 6 " ....Douuciana... " 6,650 1.45 p
.
MARraLK.OTiBO. itegister.
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M. Dee. 9, 1903 11.40 a 16 "" ...Vega Rlanca.. "" 6,400 1.20 p
22
12.30
13.30
6,050
p
Kennedy
p
Notice is hereby given that the following
"
...
Notios for Publication.
Clark..... 8, '25 12.10 p
named settler has filed notice of his ititention 12.45 p 28 ""
Stanley..... " 6.370 11.25 a
to make final proof in suprort of his claim, 1.35 p 41
(Hp i ettead Entry No. 4710.)
52 "
Moriarty ... "' 6.250 10.55 a
and that said proof will be made before the 2.15 p 61
" ... .Mcintosh...
DZPAHTM NT OF THE INTISHIOR.
6,175 10 Hi a
receiver atSaota Fe, N. M . on 2 25 p
register or
Eitanciu ... " 6,140 10.05 a
viz: Jose Ortiz y Pino for 3.00 p 69 ""
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Deo. 15, 1903.
January 20. 1901.
To Points in the
"
81
WHlard....
6,125 9.30 a
3.35 p
4. section 19, townNotice is hereby art 'en that the following
theseHswW. lots:! and
p VI " ....Frogresso... " 6.210 9.00 a named settler has filed notice of his intention
ship 10 north, range' 14 east and ueV4 se4, 4.0
6,285 8.40 a to make final
Bianca
4.20 p f9 "
section 24, township 10 north, range 13 east
proof in support of his claim,
He names the following witnesses to rrove 8.00 p 116 A rr . Torrance . Lve 6,475 8,00 a and that said proof will be made before the
his continuous residence upon, and cultiva- - ,
at Santa Fe. New Mexloo,
or
register receiver
Also to points in
25. 1904. via: Thomas W. Andertlon ot said lanci, viz: Antonio aandovai.M.
January
Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with on
Juan Pena. Cayetano Chaves, of Galisteo,
of
son for the neK
neH section 22. se of aehi,
M. R. H. Willison of Santa Fe. N. M.
the Denver & Rio Grande R. R. for all nVt se!4 section 1.1, townsnip 17 north, range
ARKANSAS. ILLINOIS, IOWA, KANSAS,
12
R.
Oraao Register.
Manuel
east. He namet the following witnesses to
points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Mon- nrova
his continuous residence uoon and
MINNESOTA, MISSOURI, NEBRASKA.
tana, Washington and the Great North cultivation of said land, viz: Theodore (.
Simeon Viviash, Harry S. Arnold,
Martin.
v.'est.
NOTICE.
D. L. Williams all of Peeos N. M .
and to certain points in
N.
with
at
M.,
or
Manual. K. oxaao, Kegister.
Torrance,
Connecting
Any person
persons in any way
for
exEl
with
or
the
the
System
pipes
wires,
MEXICO
tampering
COLORADO and OLD
tending, adding to or altering the Kansas City, Chicago, St. Louis and all INFORMATION BUREAU OF
' THE WORLD'S FAIR.
same without a permit from the com-oan- points east and for El Paso, Texas and
At One Fare Plus $2.00 for Round Trip. On sale Dec. 18, 19, 20 and 26.
A St. Louis World's fair information
'Limit 30 Days.
will be prosecuted to the full ex- ail points in Southern New Mexico,
tent of the law.
Arizona and the Republic of Mexico. bureau has been established at 836
Local Holiday Tkket3 also on sale Dec. 23, 24, 25, 30 ard 31 and Jan. 1.
SANTA FE WATER AND LIGHT CO.
Connecting at Kennedy, N. M., for Seventeenth street, Denver, in charge
Limit January 14, at rate of One Fare.
H.
W.
By
Fritchman, Manager.
points east and west on the Atchison, of Phil P. Hitchcock, where information, will be cheerfully furnished..
New Mexico, Nov. 27, 1903. Topeka & Santa-F- e
Santa
Fe,
Railway.
.:
TICKET AGENT."
"ASK
For rates and information address
B. W. ROBBINS,
.Headquarters for wedding cards and
'
AN. BROWN, O P. A.
The New Mexican Printing ComHEALY.
T.
New Mexican Print
announcements
General
neat.
Agent,
do
wtil
work
Passenger
with
Texas.
El
.
Paso;
your job
pany
Pasaengir Agert.
.s
'
,
j
,
N.
M.
'
Company.
Ing
SanU
Fe,
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ness and dispatch.
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NEW YORK
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President
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A CHRISTMAS SNAP
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NOBBE & ROEMPKE

Texas

Pacific Railway

&

SOCIETIES.
Masonic.
MONTEZUMA LODGJlf
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
Regular communication first Monday in
each month at Mason ie
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
C. F. EASLEY, W. M.
F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.
SANTA FE CHAPTER,
No. 1, R. A. M. Regular
convocation second Monday in each month at Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
MARCUS ELDODT, H.P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
SANTA FE COMMANDERT
No. 1, K. T. Regular con
?lave fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
F. S. DAVIS, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
I. O. O. F.

SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. F.
Meets every Friday evening in Odd
Fellows Hall, San Francisco street.
Visiting brothers welcome.
GEO. W. KNAEBEL, N. G.
A. P. HOGLE, Secretary.
CENTENNIAL ENCAMPMENT, NO.V
t. O. p. F. Regular communication
the second and fourth Tuesday ol
each month at Odd Fellows' Hall. Visiting patriarchs welcome.
JOHN SEARS, Scribe. ,
MYRTLE

I

TrE

NIGHT EXPRESS

NEW

'

SAffiai

"Si

-

NEW

REAUNGTON TYPEWRITERS

HOLIDAY RATES

1

m

1

SALLIE VANARSDALE, N. G

Laura Davis, Secretary.

A. O. U. W.

GOLDEN LODGE. No. 3, A. O. TJ. W.
Meets every stcond and fourth Wednesday at 8 p. m.
C. C. PIERCE, Master Workman.
JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.
K. OF P.

SANTA FE LODGE

. .

J.

SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.JL
Holds 'its regular session on the
second and fourth Wednesdays
of
each month. Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
J. B. DAVIS, B. R,
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.,
IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.

Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. M.
meets every Thursday ere at Odd
Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
chiefs cordially invited.
C. L. BISHOP. Sachem.
A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
A small gasoline

sale by the
company.

'

.

New-Mexi-

for
Printing
prices.

engine, new,

can

Calf or write

and-ge-

t
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MONEY TO LOAN!
At the Next . Regular Meeting
..'

The

BUILDING L LOAN
ASSOCIATION
Of Santa Fe , (i

MUTUAL
.

;.,

Will Receive

'

':

BIDS FOR LOANS
H. N. WILLCOX,
Secretary.,
Office: Catron Block, Up Stairs M

Santa Fe Filiaree
and
Jewelry FMq.

C.
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C31D2C3
'

,

THE

J. S. CANDELARIO, C. C.
K. STAUFFER, K. R. S. '
B. P. O. ELKS.

.

y

P.

come.

Santa Fe Central

.

NO. 2 K. of

Regular meeting every Tuesday
evening at 7:30 o'clock at Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights given a cordial wel

1

SOUTHEAST

i

Regular meeting first
and third Tuesday of each month at
Odd Fellows' Hall. Visiting brothers
ana sisters welcome.
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday, December 3f , J 903.

A COSTLY MISTAKE.
Blunders are sometimes
very ex
pensive. Occasionally life itself is the
(Continued from Page Five)
price of a mistake, but you'll never be
visions of power and beauty. Whether wrong if you take Dr. King's New Life
one considers the life of the scientist Pills for Dyspepsia, Dizziness, HeadFARMING LANDS UNDSR IRRIGATION STSTEU.
spent in searching for truth, the indus- ache, Liver or Bowel "troubles. They
These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now belnf offered
trial world with the varied and multi- are gentle yet thorough. 25c at Fischfor sale in tracts of forty acres and upwards. Price of land with pertudinous instances of the transference er Drug Co.
petual water rights from 817 to 125 per acre, according to location. Payof power and application of force; the
ments may be made in ten year Installments. Alfalfa, grains, fruits
f
FLUTTERING.
of
HEART
world
with
its
great
organic nature,
to
all
beets
and
kinds,
sugar
grow
perfection.
marvelous and manifold expressions of
Undigested food and gas in the
the action of the laws of creation; or stomach, located just below the heart,
the heavens with their problems of the presses against it and causes heart
laws of the movements and the compo- palpitation. When yoqr heart troubles
On this Grant, aboilt forty miles west of Springer, N. M.. are the gold
sition of the distant and unknown you in that way take Herbine for a
districts of Elizabethtown and Baldy, where important mineral
mining
exact
or
of
You
all
that
will soon be
science, the few days.
spheres,
right.
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on uniocated ground may be
made under the mining regulations of the company, which are as favorinvestigation of which gives to the 50c at Fischer Dr.ug Co.
man with little faith his only complete
able to the prospector as the U. S. government laws.
Insure Your Property in
conclusions, the outlook ceases to be
Near Raton, N. M., on this grant, are located the Coal Mines of tbe
ST. PAUL FIRE & MARINE INS. CO.
appalling, only when the invidual is
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found at
content to limit his Teachings and
H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming or
small
longings to an inflnitesimally
Telephone 71.
prospecting can not be successfully done.
section of the universe of knowledge.
. For
particulars and advertising matter apply to
"The Grand Canon of Arizona," a
After such a glimpse of human history
124
earas is possible during chilhood and
pag
superbly illustrated volume of
ly youth, obtained v through an ele es. Fifty cents a copy. Apply to H. S.
mentary education, the importance of Lutz, city agent of the Atchison, To- BATON. NEW MEXICO
selectn for manhood's work should peka and Santa Fe Railway in the Ca
be evident. As to the outcome, it tron Block.
matters little what the choice shall
be.
Such a decision, intelligently
Mineral Application No. 149.
SOLE AGKXT FOB
United States Land Office, )
made, leads to certain good fortune
and prosperity. It will be difficult to Santa Fe, New Mexico. October 3U, 1903. J
given, that in pursuance
And even isolated instances of failures or Notice is hereby
or tne
Chapter mx or lltie inirty-tw- o
statutes of tbe United States, Thomas
in life where young men have at the
B. Catron, whose
address
Stnta
ALL KINDS OF MINERAL WATERS Jt Jt Jt MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY PILLED
outset determined upon a fitting line Fe, New Mexico, for himself, claimingis of
the
Sil
er King lode Thirteen Hundred and
Tbe Trade Supplied From One Bottle to a Carload.
of effort and remained constant to that
feet, and of the Pilar Lode seven
In the lexicon of youth Eighty-fodetermination.
hundred and seienty feet, of the vein, lode,
Gtiadalfjpe Street, Santa Fe, N. M. Phone No. 36.
which fate reserves for a bright man or mineral deposit, hearing gold; witn surface e round on the Silver King, of six hun
hood there is no such word as fail dred
feet in width, and with surface ground
Loss and discomfiture follow only a re 011 the Pilar lode, ot six hundred teet in
said grouo of mines lying and being
taxation of purpose. Once entered up width;
within the New Placers Mining District,
on the road, unheralded and unprece- County of Santa Fe and Territory of New
Mexico has filed an a plication to the
dented obstacles are met. Both heart United States tor a patent
to the said
claims, which slid claims
and body are at times inclined to yield. group of mining described
as to metes and
are more fully
The eye sees no light ahead, the spirit bounds by the official plat herewith posted,
by the field notes of survey thereof, now
becomes weak. At such a point the and
filed in the office of the district of litnds, subcrucial day arrives. He who, with ject to sale at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
which
field notes of survey describe the boundaries
steady and wilful purpose, without and
extent of said claims on the surface,
& Rio
Rio
:
turning, resolutely abides, even though with magnetic variation at 12 40 East,
No.
1,
Cor.
a
at
Silver
&
exKing: Beginning
Rio
pain and agony form a part of the
porphyry stone, 2ixl2.i ins. set 18 ins. iti
perience, is certain of victory. The f round, in a mound of stoi.e, chiseled
rom which Mineral Monument No. 3, New
persistent and single purpose of the Placers
Miu. Ilist , bears N. IT 18' W. 83. 0.6 ft.
young man can be thwarted in its exe- No bearings nvailable. Thence N. 82 E. 360.8
Hue
THE POPULAR LINE TO
Pilar lode of this survey
cution only by deprivation of physical feet19.8intersect
at
ft., No. 4 W. from Cor. No. 2 ; thence
power by accident or disease.
at 1,384 feet to Cor. No. 2. a limestone, 30x14x6
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Cripple Creek. Lead vi He,
ins. set 11 ins. in ground to bed rock, in a
Essential Factors in Character.
no bearings
mound of stone, chiseled2-1178- ;
Glenwood Springs, Aspen, Grand Junction, Salt
It seems to follow from what has available; thence
S. 8 E. 600 ft. to Cor. No. 3.
18 ins in ground
26x12x8
set
ins
Lake City, Ogden. Butte, Helena, San Francisco,
lime
a
stone,
been said that among. the essential in a mound of
thence
stone, chiseled
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacoraa, and Seattle. Also
factors in the formation of character S. 8i W. Kt 1,195 feet intersect line
Survey
No. 974, Ingersoll lode at 884.2 ft. S. 70' 25' E.
Reaches all tbe Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
denominated from
are those commonly
Cor. No. 4, which is a rock 22x7x6 ins.
at
marked
.In
Colorado, Utah and Mew Atoxico.
"staying qualities"; that which among set i2 inches in ground,
ft. to Cor. No. 4. a porphyry stone,
young fellows is in slang terms known 1,384
3 x8x3 ins, set In ins. in ground to bed rock,
as "sand." The same attributes which chi.eled
ith a mound of stone alongfrom which a pinon tree 44ns. in diam,
prompted the memorable words, "We side,
bears S. 21 32' W. 3 ft. and- u pinon tree 6
shall fight it out on this line if it ins. in diam. bears N. 66- W. 14 ft. both
B. T. ; thence N. 8"
and sci ibed
takes all summer," an attribute of blazed
To all Mountain Resorts
W. at 98 7 ft. intersect line 4. Survey No.
character that under all circumstances, 974 at 670.2 ft. S. 7u' 25' E. from Cor. No. 4
eet
line
described, at 33 ft. inter
"JThe Only Line Passing Through Salt Lake City Enroute to the Pacific Coast
commands a sort of admiration. It is heretofore
Pilar lode of this surve at303 ft. N. 45"
not always easy to distinguish be- E. from Cor. No. 3 , at OJOft to Cor. No. 1,
tween stubbornness, obstinacy or firm- the place of bet! inning
The total len jth of vein claimed is 1,384 feet
ness on the one hand and vacillation on and
distance claimed from discovery point
BETWEEN
diAND
course of vein is S. 82 W. 203
the other. But to err in the former
along presumed
N. 8i K. 1,181 ft; all of which is shown
and
ft.
rection is usually less harmful than in upon the plat
as
posted herewith, as near can
ALAMOSA
SALT LAKE CITY
from present developments,
the latter. And yet it should not be be determined
CREEK OGDEN
and
CRIPPLE
for
hundred
thirteen
claim
this
being
forgotten that fools never change their eighty-folinear feet thereof, together
LEADVILLE
PORTLAND
minds. The positive character is the with the surface ground shown upon the ofOLENWOOD SPGS SAN FRANCISCO
herewith. The said Silver
ficial
posted
plat
world
one that accomplishes.
The
GRAND JUNCT'N
LOS ANGELES
King Lode claim hereby sought to be pat
is joined on the north by the Pilar lode
respects decision rather than nega- ented
with which it conflicts, aud
sur
of
this
ey,
tion. The 'former moves the latter by the Paradise lode, unsurveytd, Valles aud
Krnnka. ftlnimfiiits : on the east bv the Grant
acquiesces; the former is a component claim
No. 4 and by the Gram claim No. 3, both
DINING CARS
part of ambition, the latter a part of unaurveved. the Sao Lazarus Mining Co.,
Solomon
south
mine.
on
the
;
the
claimant
by
former
the
accompanied
supineness;
by tmrvey
unsurveyed. Mclntire claimant;
with intelligence, honesty and pru- No
9681; Denver Belle lode and S6S H: Midwithwhich it
night lode both abandoned,
dence, creates much discontent but conflicts,
aud by Survey No. 974, Ingersoll
accomplishes. The latter makes little lode, with which it conflicts. On the west by
No.
974, Ingersoll lode and by Survey
accomSurvey
disturbance, but often fails of
No. 968 H; Midnignt looe laoamioneuj, witn
plishment. The former makes leaders which it conflicts, and by the Pilar lode of These Celebrated Hot Springs are lo these waters has been thoroughly Seatof thought and action, sometimes to this survey, with which it conflicts.
location of said Silver King oted in the midst of the Ancient CUfc ed by the miraculous cures attested to
Tl. nrii-inthe wreck of the actor; the latter be- lode
in tbe following
diseases: Paralysis,
is dated February 15, 1892, and was remiles west of
2 of Keeords
wellers, twenty-fiv- e
longs to the throng of the great ma- corded May 7th, 182, in Book No,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
286 and 287, inat
Notices
Location
of
pages
comfortable.
ever
aos, and fifty miles north of Santa Malaria, Bright's Disease of the Kidjority and remains
clusive, of the Keeords of Santa Fe County,
The middle ground is the desirable New Mexico.
and about twelve miles from
AJfe"
Fe,
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial
Pilar Lode Beginning at Cor. No 1, a por
ground for occupation.
on the Denver and Rio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, til
otixiixo 111s. set pi ins iu gruuuu
stone,
Station,
phyry
Mineral
This tendency of the young Ameri- Li a mound of stoue, chiseled
Board,
No. 3. New Placers Min. Dist. bears Grande Railway, from which point a Female Complaints, etc., etc.
can toward mental dissipation causes Monument
N. 19" W. 2937.6 ft no bearings available; at dally line of stages run to the Springs,
$2.50 per day; 114
and
lodging
bathing,
:,
Silver
him unhesitatingly to enter any walk 580 2 ft. S. 45' E. intersect lin
this survey ai 8OJ.0 11. a. oe a. the temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
King lode ot No.
of life. He believes he can do all from
1. heretofore described; at
Cor.
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
stonn
things equally well. This mistaken 600 ft.setto16Cur. No. 2, a porphpry
a
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate train upon request. This resort Is atstone,
mounaoi
ins.
in
lngrouudiu
notion has filled our professions, chiseled
a pinon tree, 6 ins. in diam.
5
very dry and delightful the year tractive at all seasons, and is open all
:
ins
6
N
in
tree.
our
W.
establishments,'
a
mercantile
39'
ft
pinon
banks,
bears
19
E. 7 f t , both blazed and round. There is new
N.
bears
a commodious winter. Passengers for Ojo Calletste
diam.
mediwith
our transportation offices
B. T. ; thence 8. 45' W., at 467
scribed
and
Silver King lode of this hotel for the convenience of invalids can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m
ocre talent. Few men hesitate, witlj a ft. ij.tei sect line
at 297 ft. S. 8 K. from Cor. No. 1 here- and tourists. These waters contain reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m. the same
few hundred dollars, to undertake to survey
line
tofore described, at 675.6S.ft70"intersect
5 E. from Cor.
ft.
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip from Saata
buy and sell goods. And yet the suc- Survey No. 974 at tie
77o ft . to Cor. No.
;
escribed
at
No
heretofore
4,
cessful merchants are so few in num- 3, a
being the richest alkaline Hot Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further
gallon,
po phyry stcue 25x6x6 ins. set 16 ins. in
a Springs In the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
;
ber as to teach the man who is unfit- ground in a mound of stone, chiseled
treeS ins. in diam. bears N 5540' a. 4.5
ted for trade that he would better en- pinon
3
73
W.
diaoi
aoedartree.4iiM.it
bearsS
K T.;
nd scribed
ter another vocation. Any one may ft.,
ft., bothN. blazed
45 W 198.7 ft. intersect line
thence
if
he
have
patience, 8urveyNo. 974 at 280 ft. S 70 25' B from
buy goods, and,
can sell them. But tbe science of Cor. o 4beretorore described; at court, to
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PROMPT SERVICE
The original location of said Pilar lode is
NEW EQUIPMENT
Bon Ton: T. G. Mulhern, Estancia; dated January 2 i, 197 and was recorded, the
copy on March ilth, 189 , In Hook
Mrs. Minnie Pushee, Mr. and, Mrs. Spanish
No. 3 of the Records of Locations at page 09
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EDUCATORS FAREWELL

We beg to solicit a portion of your

HOLIDAY TRADE.
-

We will have a complete line of Novelties

g

Just the thing for CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.
Fine Line of Souvenir Spoons, Jewelry. Etc.

A

i

GOLD MINES..

KAADT'S

laadt's Art
Up

K.

Studio

Stairs over Kerr's Barber Shop.

The Maxwell Land Grant Co

BEN BOtHE

B. QUICKEL,

Jt Jt When You Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget Jt Jt

THE

ZEIGER

x

C&

QUICKEL

CAFE

i

IIIEJIfcTIRY

BOTHE, Proprietors.
? ? .?

Letup's St. Louis Beer

He-vis-

Club Room and Billiard Hall Attached.

....

post-offic-

ur

Corner Railroad Avenue and Second Stree
NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE

THE DEJIVER
Denver

to-w- it

Fallow th Flari

NIAGARA

ST. LOUIS

FALLS

CHICAGO

NEW YORK

DETROIT;

BOSTON

BUFFALO

KEIOK

Grande

8

BIO

BODE

SYSTEJD

Grande Western, Rio
6rande,
Santa Fe and
Grande
Southern Railroads.

3- -4

b

Shortest and Only Ui Stanlng Orer It Ova Track from Kansas City
St. Loali to Niagara Vails aa Buffalo. Wltk AU Modern Conveniences,

o

THE TOURISTS FAVORITE ROUTE

Time and Service Unexcelled

Three Solid Past Through Trains Daily

allowed on all UekeU Ha Niagara FaQa. Meali served In the eel a.
Palaea Dining Cars. For furtker laforaiatton Inquire of Coupon
Wabash
rated
Tfktl Agents or addrssa I. . KITCBC0CK, Qctwnl Afeat, FasseBfer fepartmcnt,
Stop-ov-er

motes, coLoiAsa

3,

n00i

.

mm

ur

R. J. PALBN, President.

'

w

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

HENRY L. WALDO, Vice President

THE FIRST NATIONAL

DENVER

fiifoVf'iSS

0J0 CALIEfJTE qOT SPRINGS.

BANK

al

iANTA FE, KEW MEXICO

Bar-"Mi-

vttt?fffftfl t?tff
W

I
United

I

States Designated Depositary .

v ,

ca

.

25x-'x-

.
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,

a "our

wm Be

Oors
IV.

Pound a Fall Lias of TaUe Wiaaa for Family Trade.
by Telephono Will Be Proinptljr FIDed : : : : t

B. PRICE, Prop.

,

:

Santa Fe,

N.

CI.

Santa Fe

Eu-jeni- o

fremefcaiKwaiBE.

Central
Railway

Ros-wel-

THE CHANCE OF A LIFETIME
For Prospective Purchasers
of Building Lots in Estancia

Estancia has GOOD WATER, SOFT WATER,'

J

J

;WATfiR,
RAILROAD WATER, CLEAR WATER and PLENTY ot WATER

.

.

.

3PTOB)

RUSSEL SAGE'S ADVICE, ...
..
. ,
"Young man, Bay .Real Estate,"
Will soon rank with Horace Greely's aphorism,
"YOUNG MAN GO WEST!"
"If you are going to do a good thing, do it in the best way," is
another maxim of which youwill appreciate the force If vo l will eithc."
call on or communicate with W. P. CLARKE BEFORE BUYING TOWN
, LOTS ELSEWHERE.
.
BE WISE.
i
;
Put your money Into land Own a Town Lot and Home.
Do like your fathers did buy good property in a lire town, and
your children will rise up and call y,ou blessed. .
V
Jt is entirely safe to presume that within a very short time the
town of ESTANCIA will be one of the liveliest, largest and most substantial towns in this section of the southwest
x
Be sure and write for all information
THE
desired at once.
PRICE OF THESE LOTS WILL INTEREST YOU. ;
'
TERMS TO SUIT. ...
.
'
Adddress all comunications to
W. P. CLARKE,
'
'
;
SANTA FE,
.
"
"f
NEW MEXICO.
Over a million acres of land open for Homesteaders In the ESTAN- - '
.;. CIA VALLEY
good soil and plenty of water, which can be had from
r
to thirty feet .

.''

f
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday, December 31,
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IS YIELDING
ITS FRUITS

TiEE

the large numbers of holiday shoppers who daily travel
store. Don't buy until you have thoroughly inspected pur
display. Buy now and you will save money.
To

X-m-

I

A?

Gifts for the Baby

l

new High Chair.
Small Rocker.
Drinking Cups.
Sets Knives. Forks and Spoons.

n n it
l k

rf it

a

Gifts for Ffother

TV IT

w

kt

k k;; n

:

How would a nice Dinner

A

X-m-

A
A
A

OUR MEW

Gifts

as

Studebaker Buggy,
Paggott Saddle.

Chase Lap Robe,
Rogers Bros.' Plated Ware.
A Buck Range.

W.e

1.

Jf AIM

ay

Our stock of Rockers;,.

Morris Chairs, Dressing Tables. Chiffoniers. Davenports. Divans;
Mantel Beds. Bouffets. Sideboards, Music Cabinets. Hall Trees.
Desks. Etc.

ARNESSju

feTSADDLES

offer many attractions forthis event.

as

Set or

Tea Set. Toilet Set, an Easy Chair,
a Beautiful Screen, and 100 Useful
Things not mentioned suitable for
her.
X-m-

Gifts

as

Boys' Wagons.
Target Guns, Etc.

;l

for Sister
Youth's Chairs and Rockers,
Beautiful Cups and Saucers.

VEHICLES

1

of all

Our line of Camports, Salad, Orange Bowls, Chocolate Sets,
Cracker Jais, Bon Bons, Vases, Figures, Cups and Saucers. Sugars

rDS

and Creamers, Plate Sets, Etc.

want a good Baker or Smith
Gun. or New Model Winchester or
Marlin, See Us.
If you

,

.1.

IK

EVERY

DtPflflTOIT

FELIPE

SLOAN-SA- N

frt Catch Game. Mo Stool Pigeons. No Gift Enterprise.
All Goods Marked in Plain Plgurrs.

m

Gasn Discount WiM Eacu Dollars Purcfiase.

BLAIN'S BAZAAR

30 SAN FRANCISCO
ST., SANTA FB. N. M.

WE WILL OFFER

& WESTERN

YOU

BARGAINS

GENUINE

WANTS

RAILROAD

Incorporators Have Gone to
o to Arrange for Its

Chi-ca- g

Insure Your Property

Books and Stationery

ADS

AND MISCELLANEOUS

AU the LEADING MAGAZINES

In

PALATINE INSURANCE CO., Ltd. LONDON.

H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Telephone 71.
Dr. .). II. Sloan of this city, Charles A.
Spiess, Es and R. E. TwitchPll of Las
FOR RENT Three furished rooms
has gone to ChicaVegas, it is repo-tefor light housekeeping.
Address "A"
of
the
construction
to
the
for
go
arrange

in stock.

A large line of Novelties, Dolls, Toys, Etc., for the

HOLIDAY TRADE

d,

(Christmas
HAS PASSED
assortment Cigar Boxes, Jewel Boxes, Cracker
have
Beautiful and Useful Goods for
Jars,, etc.. Toilet Sets, Silver Novel- HOLIDAY GIFTS.
ties, Gold and Silver Filigree, Rings,
fm Cut Glass,
China, Chains, Charms, Fobs, Bead Work in
vcvc crest ware,
in Girdles, Hat Bands, Fobs, etc.
My prices are reasonable.

of

Btut we still

a nice

Hand-Painte-

d

.hand-painte-

SAX

30.

247

ST

A
i

q.

C.

Jeweler.

YOflTZ,

Collection
Of iron plates and castings is
no more a furnace than a pile
of bricks and stone is a house.
A good furnace is not an
The famous Rotmd
Oak furnace is the result of
years of careful study. It
is made air tight. It never
leaks gas, smoke or dust, it
burns hard or soft coal, coke
or wood. It will last and save
money every year it burns.
Talk is talk; you
should see the
furnace.

Sloan San Felipe & Western Railroad
from San Felipe on the Rio Grande Divi
sion of the Santa Fe to a (joint about ten
in lies east and to a town to be named
Sloan. It is said that the Santa Fe Rail
way will build the line and that the coal
deposits owned by Dr. Sloan and asso
ciates are to be worked by J. Van Houton
of Raton, Vice President of the Maxwell
Land Grant Co., and manager of the Van
Houton Coal Company. Report has It
that the bonds to be issued by this new
coal railroad are to be taken by the
Santa Fe Railway System and that ten
miles of line described In the corporation
pauors of the Company are to be built
and operated by that road. The New
Mexican cannot in any manner vouch
for this information but it gives It as
being universlly talked of in this city
Insure Your Property In
FIRE ASSOCIATION OF PHILADELPHIA.
H. N WILLCOX, Agent.

Telephone 71.

ac-cide- rit.

W.

r.

The

Hardware

SANTA

COEBEL.
Dealer

FE, N. M.

U. S. WEATHER BUREAU NOTES.
Forecast for New Mexico: Fair weath

care New Mexican.

SCIEHTIfIC Ef.1BALf.1KIG

FOR RENT New Y room cottage,
Bath, stationary range and all the
modern improvements; Apply to Geo.
E. Ellis, Claire Hotel.

M

Relative humidity, 29 per cent.
Temperature at 6:00 a. in. today, 33
degrees.
FOR RENT OR SALE One new
seven room house fronting on Garfield
Avenue.
FOR SALE Two double 50x175 foot
lots fronting on Manhattan and, Metropolitan Avenue. Also twb 25x100 foot
lots fronting on Metropolitan Avenue.
This property lies within 300 feet from
the union depot and one block from the
captiol.
FOR RENT Two four-roohouses
(one
new) fronting on Manhattan
Avenue and within 500 feet from the
union depot. . Apply to
BENJAMIN M. READ.
Insure Your Proptrty in

......

SPRINGFIELD

FIRE & MARINE INS. CO.

H. N. WILLCOX, Agent.
Telephone 71.

Up'tt-Dat-

e

Undertaking Parlors

The Latest Scleatiffc Methods af Eabalalat
Between the store of H. B.
&
and
National
First
Bro.,
Parlors
Cartwright
Day or Nhj at or hy DOROTEO SENA, Agaa
ire Employed. Calls Answered froa the
Bank, a pocketbook containing valu- Fria Road. Oar Parlors Coasist of a
Nicely aad Appropriately Fitted Up Salts at No. IU
able papers. A suitable reward will
be paid upon return of same to A, Uacola Aveaue, West Side Plaia, Saata Fe, New Meiico,
Staab's office.
ALJU KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

LOST

WANTED

POSITION.

ANY ONE desiring male help of any
kind please notify Alan R. McCord,
Secretary Capital City Band.

DUDROW :.4YDIdTEDIE

HELP WANTED.
WANTED A cook. Apply to Mrs.
R. J. Palen 231 Palace Avenue.
WANTED

A good live man in

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY

room residence on Galisteo
Street, south of capital, with four and
one-hal- f
acres of ground with garden
and alfalfa, chicken yards and houses.
Good repair.
Terms reasonable. Reasons for sale, compelled to leave town.
Positive sacrafice. For further particulars apply W. B. Glidden, 218 Galisteo Street.
:

.

SHOP

ev-

ery county of New Mexico for the hottest selling business of the age. No

CL0SIN6

er touight and Friday; warmer tonight;
Address T. J. Welch,
prooaoiy cooler in nortbeast portion canvassing.N. M.
Carlsbad,
Fridav.
Yesterday the thermometer registered
as follows: Maximum temperature, 51
FOR SALE.
degrees, at 2:40 p. m. minimum, 24
a.
ra.
4:00
mean
at
The
degrees,
REAL ESTATE BARGAIN.
temperature for the 31 hours was 38 deSix
grees.

At Oar

Don't Slip Up.
i olicy In the

Take Out an Accident

OUT

SALE!
Wishing to retire from business I will sell my
entire stock of
INDIAN and MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK. CURIOS. ETC.
At less than Cost.
,

PACIFIC MUTUAL

ri. N. Wii LCOX,
gent..
Telephone 71.

"PAfftMA VERY WARM,"
But not half as warm as our Mexican Calientes, such as the Chile Con
Carne, Enchiladas, Posole, Menudo,
and frijoles, which Is being served
constantly at the only short order
house in the. city, the Bon Ton.

Now is

the

Time to Buy Yn"r

Etv
Send for Catalogue
Sign of the Old Cart
Co;. San Francisco Street and Buno Alley

